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PREFACE

This is a final report of work on SIPRE*Project 22.4-10. Explsions
i:n ice, performed under Contract DA-11-190-ENG-27 with Barodynainics,
Inc. The field work was conducted as Corps of Engineers Project ,.. of
the 1957 Greenland Research Program. The purpose of the investi:;ation
is to supplement data from explosions in frozen ground and acquire infor-
mation for the development of criteria for the destruction and protection of
structures in or on ice.

The design and planning of t-i p.uject were accrimpli,4 d under the
direction of the Frozen Ground Applied Resea-cls Branch, Snow Ice and
Permafrost Research Establishment. The work was sponsored jointly by
U. S. Army SIPRE, WES, and ERD" . U. S. Army Engineer Arctic Task
Force provided cierational support, construction equipment, and personnel.
Ti. S. Ai'a-vy Watt-rwayc _:.*.,;menL Station funished and operated the
instrwtmentation equipn. nt for airblast and under-ice shock neasurements.

."'d work, supervision, and analysis were conducted by Barodynamics, Inc.
This report has been reviewed and approved for publication by the

Office of the Chief of Engineers , U.S. Army.

Colonel, Corps of Fngineers
Director

Manuscript received 16 March 1960
DeparLment of the Army Project 8-66-02-400

* Redesignated U. S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering

Laboratory, i February 1961.
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SUMMARY

Twenty-four in:strumented and 106 uninstrumeated blasts rang.- i-i
weight from 2. 5 to 40 lb of fi-ur types of !xplosive - were detonatt.d a.,ove,
in contact with, and at var. .ds depths below the ice burface. The test.
were conducted at the edge of the Greenland Ice Cap, near Camp Tuto,
during the summer of 1957. Under-ice direct shock pressure, air-induced
under-ice shock pressure, and airblast pressure from shallow under-ic.-
bursts, contact bursts, and near-contact bursts were measured. Tha
apparent crater and the true crater were m.asured, and the m4 ch.. s of
the fracture process were studied. The height to which the flyrock was
thrown was measured using motion pictures, and ground rise and venting
phenomena were studied. Sixty-six seismic records were taken,

Evaluation of the data takes into account both energy partitioning and
variation in behavior of the ice with the scale of the experiment. Crater
measurements and flyrock travel height are reduced to dimensionless u'w
using the critical depth N :%s a scaling parameter. ShoC. and seismic
measurements are referre, both to Lhe scaled gage distince and to the
depth ratio.

The height to which the ice is thrown by an explosion and dimensions of
the apparent crater are greater t at low depth ratios and in the range where
the breakage process is inefticient. At a given depth ratio, both the N-
scaled flyrock tra,,, i heoght and N-scaled dimensions of the apparent crater
vary with type of explosive and weight of charge.

Measurements are evaluated using: 1) equations involving a length or
a damage distance, and coritaining coefficients measurable at critical depth;
and 2) equations involving volume measurements and containing coefficients
measurable at optimum depth.

The critice.l depth N was measured in the field separately fo" 2. 5-, 5-,
10-, 20-, and 40-!b spherical charges of four test explosives. Results
demonstrate consistently for all four explosives and for all weights tested
that explosions in glacier ice deviate from cube-root scaling. The strain-
energy factor E, calculated from

N = E where W is charge weight

is greater for high-energy and high-velocity explosives than for low-energy
and low-velocity explosiveb. The maximumn value of E occurs where the
tangent to the log N vs log W curve has a slope of one.third. The slope of
the curve is less than one-third if the weight of the charge is grv:.er than
10 lb.

As the weight of the charge increases, the ice becomes more plastic-
acting. The change is meaz:i'.i by the rmate'Lals behaviox . .x:: B. Al-
though B is a constant for a given material, weight of char,e, *,aC ty .
explosive, it vaiies both with the weight and with the tin -r, expl,.-xve wh'-.
blasting in glacier ice. A greater r.-nge in the boh., . o, tue ice was
observed when blasting with C .4 than when blasting with the other explosives.

The equation for crater volume is

V/W = E 3 ABC.

As the stress distribution number C is a constant for the conditions of these
tests, and F and B are constants for a given explosive ond weight of charge,
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any variation in V/W, volume of true cr- -r per vound of exploaivc, a..pends
upon the energy utilizai"on number A, which is a relat-ve measure of tt.-
part of the total energy of the ex-.iosion that ;s partit-"ed to the fractur,
process at various depth ratios.

Because the energy from a contact burst is partitioned to the material
and to the atmosphere in a complex manner, it is difficult to detect a change
in behavior due either to the explosive or to the weight of the charge. The
change in behavior becomes increasingly evident as the depth of the chaige
increases and energy partitioning becomes less complex. When the r. ois
between ViW and depth ratio are compared with the relations between fiy-
rock travel height and depth ratio, it becomes apparent that:

I.) energy utilized in deforining the ice without loss of cohesion is
not available to the fracture process;

2) energy utilized to deform without loss of cohesion and to fracture
the ice is not available to accelerate the isolated fragments;

3) events subseq-'_-, t3 the breakage procebb, suo'i as the ,couring
action of the vented gas bubble, depend upon the manner in which energy is
partitioned to the breakage process - and in turn upon all of the parameters
that affect cratering in ice.

Energy utilization curves wer, derived mathematically from the V/W
ci-rves. A fa.nily of curves is required for each type of explosive. Maxima,
mini na, and pci.tr tff inhJet~cn 'l.fine the energy level at which a given
phcn.w.nenon begins or ends, and the ci.ergy level is related mathematically
to the depth ratio. For example, breakthrough of the gas bubble marks the
beginning of venting phenomena and occurs where A is maximum. The
energy utilization curves, together wi.th the optimum depth ratios indicate
that the beginning or ending of a given phenomenon, or series o1 phenomena,
depends both upon the explosive and the material, and that the two a'-e deper.-
dent rather than independent variables. As the weight of the charge and the
scale of the experiment ar( increased, more of the total energy of the ex-
plosion is utilized by the material between the beginning of deformation and
breakthrough of the gar bubble.

The depth of the c cater is the sum of the depth to the center of gravity
of the charge and the vertical radius of the explosion cavity. The vertical
radius is larger for a contact burst than for a charge at optimum depth, lar-
ger at critical depth than at optimum depth, larger at critical depth than at
optimum weight, and is affected by both charge shape and by type of explosive,
Variations in crater shapes and radius with depth ratio are consistert with
transition limifs as defined by the energy utilization curves. They -- so are
consistent with other parameters of the breakag, -rocess -,uation

V/W = F:--,k

Tables, curves, 'nd equations presented in the repor "nke it pi~sible,
within the range of the experiments, to predict acc-rovt& an desired dimension
of t- true or apparent crater in glacier ice, and to calculate the height to
which the ice would be thrown by an explosion. When extrapolati ig beyond
the range of the experiments, the observed ,ariation in E, A, and B should
prove useful.

Pressure-distance relations as summarized do not take into account
either the effect of charge depth, or the 8..ge position. Additional instrumen-
tation data ar" necessary before an analysis can be compieted.
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At scaled distances of 1. 53 W or less, the under-ice pressure pulse is
similar in shape to th.it in water or in air; but as the distance "Incroes,
the shape changes gradually.

The form of the ,seismic record is affected boti" by the depth and .ne
weight of the charge. If the ,-" Arge is detonated in ;.- a short distance above

the surface of the ice, both direct under-ice shock and airblast-induced ,.nder-
ice shock are recorded. The airblast-induced shock is suppressed at relatively
shallow depths of charge; within the range (0-' A<1), the amplitude of vihrations
first arriving at the geophones increases as the depth of the charge in,'reast
At critical depth, all of the energy of the exp:osion is par-.itioned to r e~aes
that precede fracturing. if the N-scaled depth charge is held constant t
critical depth, and the weight of the charge of a given type of explosive is

increased, the duration of high amplitude vibrations at a given scitled geophone
distance incrcast.

In the region near the charge, the charge-to-gage shock velocity depends
both upon the depth ratio of the shot and upon the place of observation. The
variation of the under-ice shock velocity / i chara. depth, explosive type.
and scaled slant distance appuP. t De as follows-

1) If shock gages are placed at giver scaled slant distances from
the charge, the under-ice shock velocity of a blast in glacier ice at a given
depth of charge depend3 both upo'n the type and weight ot explosive.

2) In the range where both plastic deformation and fracturing occur,
the under-ice charge- Lo-gage s'iock velocity approaches it minimum if the
charge is placed at the optimum depth for a given type of explosive and weight
nf charge.

3) At optimum depth, the under-ice charge-to-gage shock velocity
increases with the scaled gage distance in the range where fracturing predom-
inates over plastic deformation.

A variation in charge-to-gage shock velocity becomes increasingly diffi-
cult to detect as the distance to the place of obscrvation increases. In the
range where seismic measurements were made, the velocity of the longitudinal
watve, as measured at the ice surface, appears to be constant t 12, 000 ft/sec
regardless of charge depth, charge weight, or explosives type. However, the
dispersion of the data decreases and the accuracy with which the velocity can
be measured increases if variations in behavior o the material with charge

depth, charge weight, and explosive type are considered.
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EXPLOSIONS IN ICE

by

Clifton W. Livingston

GZNERAL 'LAN OF THE TEST:,

The tests were conducted during the summer of 1957 at a test site on glacier ice
21 miles from Camp Tuto near Thule, Greenland. Atlas 60 Percent Straight Celatir,
military explosive C-4, Atlas Coalite 7S. and Atlas Coalite 5S were tested. Twen,
four blasts instrumented for pressure measurements and 106 un'nstrum'ntr l'lats
ranging in weight from 2. 5 to 40 lb of explosive were detonated in charges1 of .pherical
shape. In addition to blasts at various depths (Fig. 10) four contact blasts %ere deto-
n.Led and at least one instrumented 10-lb charge of each explosive was detonated in
air above the ice at a distance in feet equal to the cube root of the charge weight (Fig. 11),

Motion pictures were taken to determine the initial velocity of flyrock, to measure
the height to which ice was thrown, and to aid in studying ground. rise phenomena. Under-
ice pressures were measured andi both ai, and u-dor-ict o.'tssures were -neaqur-a ior
shailow blasts and blasts detonatect ,bove the ice surtace. Sei., rnic measurements were
made at various scaled distances from the shot peint

OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE

"Explosions in Ice" is a :onti-uation of the Keweenaw Blast Tests and the Fort
Churchill Blast Tests (Livingston, 19 o; 1959), which were designed to obtain funda-
mental data on producing excavations in frozen ground, on forming trenches and foxholes
fox troops in arctic and sub-arctic regions, and on ti.e design of structures in an arctic
or sub-arctic environment to resist damage by explosions.

The following objectives are added to those of the Keweenaw Blast Tests and of the
Fort Churchill Blast Tests:

1) to obtain numerical values of the crater coe.'ficients, the strain-energy
factor E, the energy utilization number A, and the materials behavior index B of the
Livingston crater equations;

2) to investigate the significance of the strain-energ" factor relative to the
model laws for explosions;

3) to correlate the effects of explosions in frozen ground and in ice;

Figure 2. Test site looking south- Figure .5. Banding in the
west from mile 2k on the ramp road. ice along wall W test pit.
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4) to determine whether the dimensions of a crater in ice - or the variables
of the Livingston crater equation., which are known t-- be functions cf the ,ew-1. .Atio A.
and ox the energy density within the medium - are related to pe;k pressure, impulse,
or other pressure or seismic eftects;

5) to search for fmdamentalr t behavior of materit.xs of the earth's crust.
The report is restricted to:

!) a description of field and office procedures
2) a preliminary correlation of under-ice pressure measurements, cratr

dimensions, flyrock travel, and airblast pressure;
3) the presentation of the data.

FROCEDURE

Test site
The test site was 2 miles east -if Camp Tuto on the Thule ramp (Fig. I). The

surface of the ice cap at the test site ranges from 2480 to Z550 ft above sea level, and
slopes gently towards the edge of the ice cap.

The ice increases in thickness to t,J I& is th-: test site. rhe t:d..e of the ice cap
at Camp Tuto is buttressed against thick glacial moraine, ind the ice is stagnant to a
distance of r.Jugly 3000 ft from the edge. In the vir in.ty of ,he test site, the ice mnoves
about 8 ft/yr - 4 ft during the summer test zeason and 4 ft the rest of the year (personal
communication, F. J. Sanger, ACFEL). G.aciology in the vicinity cf Camp T-to and
the test site is described in SIPf.4 Kport ?8 (Schytt, 1955) and in SIPRE Resea,-ch
R-np.rt 17 (Bishop, 1957).

T). -:*- (Fig. 2) was located so that blasting did not interfere with other research
operations i.i the vicinity. A 5')0-ft safety zone was left between project headquarters
beside the ramp road and the near edge of the blast test area.

The sit' was laid out so that blasting and excavation advance up the ice ramp.
Instrumented shots were placed in the center of the test strip and uninstrumented shots
on both sides. Although the Thule ramp is comparatively free from large crevasses,
cracks up to 2 in. wide formed during the winter and were present under the snow cover
at th.- time of arrival of the field party. Later, a 3-ft wide crevasse was discovered
at a point roughly 1000 ft southwest of the test site. The first step in laying out the test
site was to deLermine the position and direction of the shrinkage cracks so that seismic
measurements need not be taken across the openings. Strips of the ice surface were
exposed with a bulldozer, and the strips were laid out so as to collect and divert inelt
water from the area between them. The ice surface was found to be smooth, and the
predominant direction of the shrinkage cracks was nearly at right angles to the ramp
road, The cracks were not straight, nor were they regularly spaced. The spacing
- .'m 50 to 100 ft.

S!ortly after field work began, melt water filled the r-acks and -'oon froze. After
this water had frozen, the earlier existence of a crack wouit be detected only b) a change
in color or texture of the ice. Freezing an- expansion of iet water in the shrinkage
cracks may explain the greater rate of aiovernent of the ice surface in st'nar er 'han
during tte rest of the year.

Physic.L prp rties of the ice
The glac,.!r ice of the test site was free from dirt. Color bands rougi ly parallel to

the ice surfare were evident in trenches, in test pitq. and on the walls of craters exca-
vated duri, thc test season. Ice containing n.) air bubbles (which is blue) is of higher
density than ice containing abundant air bubbles (which is white). Ice crystali ranging
from 3/4 to 4 in. long and from 1/8 to 1/2 in. in d~ameter are ,ziented with their long
axes at right angles to the banding. Figure 3 shows the banding in che ice 4 nd the break-
down of the ice burface along crystal boundaries by melting and radi. -on.
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Table I. Physical properties of icc at
the explsions test site, Trni.e ramp.

1Mrom Butkovich. 1959)
kq/cmz  psi

Crushing strength, mean vertical 35.8 509

Ring tensile strength, mean
vertical at density range

0.860 - 0.880 g/cm3  18.0 256
0. 880 - 0.900 g/cm3  23.0 327
0.900 - 0.915 g/cms 27.0 384

Flexural strength, mean failure
stress at center of horizontal bea,
beam at depth (ft)

0.00- 0.70 11.6 165
3.05- 4.33 14.0 199
6.70- 8.03 16.8 239

dynes/cm2  psi

Static modulus of elasticity, mean 1. 3 x 1010 0. 1885 x 106

'Dynamic modulus o eJa t cLty
(at mean density 0. 899 gicmI
- horizontal beams) 8.7 x 1010 1. 26 x 106

*From Roethlisberger (1959).

Samples of the ice were tested in the under-ice laboratory at the USA SIPRE ice
tunnel to determine physical properties. It was concluded from the restdts that the
glacier ice of the test site differs appreciably from various types of ice encountered
when driving the SIPRE ice tunnel. Test procedure and results ar, includeC" in SIPRE
Research Report 47 (Butkovich, 1959). Table I summarizes some of the physical
properties of the ice, determined at a loading rate in which the stress-strditi curve is
linear. The tests- were made at -5C, near the temperature that prevailed during the
test season between 5 and 7 ft below the ice surface (Fig. 4).

Ice density varied from 0.859 to 0.914 g/cm3 at tLio test site. The variation
• -nds upon the size and abundance of air bubbles in individual bands. The oubbles

are irregular in shape and in some bands are as large as 7 mm in diameter.
Figure 4 summarizes the maximu.n and minimum , , ,.ent ai. cmperatu.:s as

measured 3 it above thu ice surface at mile 2 on the rar-' road. From a coranarison
uf temperatures at mile 2 and milt 3 during, the test sea*.jn, it may be .. I Irred that
ambie. i air temperatures at the Lest site (which is roughly halfway Letwtf-n to: tw.
weathier stations) were vithi. -.'C of those at mile 2.

L ":n, he test season as much as 12 ft ui ice nielted ir,ii are surface of the ice

cap adjacent Lo the headquarters building (Fig. 5). The extent of ablati4,- of the ice is
indicated by the difference in elevation of the eirface .f the ice underneath the building
and :he surface in thc foreground. Ablation was less at other places on the test site,

but the lowering of the ice surface required that the position of subsurfaci temperature
gages be referred to a permanent bench mark. The temperatt~res of the ice 3, 5, 7,
and 9 ft below the surface (Fig. 4) were obtained using the temperature gradient at fixed
gage positions and the position of the ice surface relative to the reftrence bench mark.
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Figure 6. Subsurface

Figure 3. Headquarters building at test temperature gradient.

sitv, showing ablation during the m-elt
season. Rocks prevented building fromn
sliding off ice pinnacle.

Ablatin and its effect upon. -,eratboiis

Melting betgan at Liie edge of the ice cap and proceeded lip the rainp to engulf thle test
.i(.Rga, 1 iess of tht location1 Pit KLd aloaig th, ramp road for the tc-st site, the situation

wouldi have been much the 6ame, but melting tcould ha~e occurred at a different timne
dairig the Sk-ason. Melt streaans, de-,uluped behind the slusa zone, were impossible to

control with equipm-ent available.
Ablation of taQ ict, surface was the caki. c of most difficulties experienced during

the tes3t work. Pumnping becamne a maje.r problemn Channels cut in the ice to drain
suirface water from test areas o.rl'edor became clogged and were buried so that

-illsportation Lii fuv, -is impobsiblt; at times. The iovement ol drilli'- and exca-. atinf,
t-'laiprnont was seriously restricte-d. Duri-, cl., nv l that thc lush zo,-r, idvanced

through the test site, a] operations -diliinig, blastuiig uxeni a..n, A a su ring of
craters - Were seriously affectedl

After a crater --as ma:p' 0, J f~ll c' again withi walter. Pirs a" 1 1'. en~ Into
the ice to ricnrk the crat -limits soon .k,-ru lost beedause 01 %vinc. t)ii-~rac,i

urface ablation. briow soon drill edI )ver the slush-filled ' . l~~ exca-

vat. ,n .1"i thle siipp'r-Y bides of cratL. v jiat had been abanciorlu reated a trap tur men
cnlequi, ment. Art as where --.ca, atioi s had b( eni made w is a,I by using a bull-

dozer te build uip ,now p~iles, but water LCek1iL,111tid be-hld tile piles, and i encroachl 1

upon the active working area.
Ablat .&n of the ,ce suriace was o'conrianied by Viiiiit 10- tie pper pi rt of thek

Ice. k igu~rt u, 4 t(I'lnperatire gradilit SUChI 0a Sd uase aSIIi prepiaring the rec ord ol

sub- i rfac( ice tempe ratkireb , shuv. that the uppk-r 2 it ol i t k, % 3bt di -melting pu mt

Wheni drilling Iiast lioles, c'. en though surfa,-- w trad been ai et, l lri ni the koll..
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of a drill hole, a flow might be encountered
. w'thin the upper 2 ft ot warr.i i.. Warm

slush that form.;d on the auger -!ies at

shallow depths .vas carried dow..v .. rd into
colder ice as the hole deepened. If it
became necessary to stop the rotation of

the drill, the slush-covered auger flites

froze instantaneosly to the walls cf the
hole. Cuttings of slush ice scn-einmme

formed beneath the catting haad
auger and gradually enlargee int&. , ball
as the hole dcepened. Eventually the ball
completely encased the cutting head so as
to stop the drilling action aid to raise both

Figure 7. Auger drill rig. drill and caterpillar mounting.
Drill holes filled with water soon after

co-'1-t".,.n an. diet water beg in t' .
f-nm the walls of t'.c hole inward. In the
bottom of the hole, where the ice was

coldest, freezing was more rapid than at
shallower depths. The result was that,
if too long a time elapsed between drilling
and blasting, the hole became too small
at the bottom to accommodate the plastic
sphere containing the explosive.

R .The conflicting requirements that

... pressure gages must be frozen in the ice
f to obtain true pressure measurements and

that blast holes must not refreeze before', the placing of the charge, restricted the

" "1- oFerating cycle.

Auger drilling
Blast holes ranging from 6 to 14 in.

'Alf - in diameter were drilled. The rig (Fig. 7)
consists of a Joy Model 7 diamond drill
with AX mechanical feed screw and auxili-
ary jack shaft driven from a gasoline engine
and mounted on a D-4 caterpillar tractor.

"l ure 8. Cutting heads were As the drill had to penetrate OG ice and
r-designed to chip the ice. enter colder ice, and because of the abun-

dance of v,, or on the test site ti~ring the
ublation period, cutting heads of the autes were redes.,,ned to chip rather tnar. to slice
the ice (Fig. 8).

D. drilling, in vhich drill cuttings were removed by the auger flte , ',y a jet
ot ct -ipressed air, was limiated in faveor of wet drilling. Water .- -*,e.. d to the
drill ., le -rum riearby melt streams, and the cuttings were 'zoatd to the surface. A
2 ft oect io w auge" flite was used as an agitator behind the cutting hea( and the hole
was deepc-ied by addinig AX drill rod.

Blasting procedure
Thiree (otmm,.rti.al explusives and one military explosive 'Table II) were tested so

as to observe as large a range as practical in velocity and energy.
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Table II. Properties of the test explosv.ves.

Explosion Detonation
Classi- Energy pressure velocity* - nit wt t

Explo. fication (cal/,.. (psi) (ft/sec) (! /lb)

C-4 Mil'tary 1 ;:35 24,000 -6. 9

A-60 Straight
Gelatin 1249 13.018 20.000 1-.

C-7S Ammonia
Permissible 916 14,913 10,000 25.0

G - aS Ammonia
Perzzdsi'buc 942 S, 000 27. 0

* confind
t packed in spheres

The explosives were hand packed
into plastic spheres (Table III) and
detonated by electric blasting caps. A
booster sleeve was used als:, to d-,lonate
C-4. Halves of plastic iheres wei .
tap,-a togetner with electrician's tape.
A copper wire was wrapped around the
outside of the sphere to lower the charge
into the hole and to serve as a means of
determining the instant of detonation
(Fig. 9). The blast hole was filled to the
collar with sand stemming. Uninstru- '

mented charges were detonated using a
Southwestern Industrial Electronics Figure 9. Plastic sphere
blasting machine designed for reflection containing explosive.
seismic work. Figures 10 and 11 show
the relations between charge weight and depth or height of charge.

Table IL. Dimensions of explosives spheres.

Explo. Inside radius (ft)
-. 5-lb 5.0-lb 10. 0-lb 20.0 -b 40 0-1,

0-4 0.188 0. 2.C0 0.300 u. 373 0.4tO
A-60 0.188 0.240 0.300 0. 375 0. 470
C-7S 0. 2L9 u. -7( 0.340 0. 43t 3 54,1
C-55 0. 240 0. 276 0. ,fi0 0. 436 9. ':

Proposed , ,.ored columns and trenches
Plans to use the colorei column techniqu, (eveloped by USA ERDL. 'o study

deformation in the ice below the bottom of the crater had to be ,tbaidonei because uf
surface melting. Holes 1- /8 in. -n diameter ,ere drillea at predeteruned Scaled
distances from the explosive charge and filled with water sol ,bl,. c.yc, using different
colors for each column. Water flowing on the surface and within the up)er 2 it )f ice
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Figure 11. Air and contact blasts.

washed. out and removed th.-. ,Oe. Aft .r
a hole was drilled, it fhled with surface
w- f- and freezing from the walls drove

the water-soluble dye inward, where
eventually it froze in a column about the
size of the lcad in a pencil. Another
difficulty during the period of rapid ab-
lation of the ice surface was that the

crater filled with water so rapidly after
a blast that it was impossible to pump out
the water-ice mixture with the pumpsiFigure 3. Fracture pattern in ice for
a eblasts between critical and optimum depths.

test site was so grea at ttimes that it
was impossible to keep a trench open
long enough to inspect the colored columns.

It was intended also to study deformation anti fracturing of t.he ice beyond the crater
using trenches dug with a trenching machine. Uretortunately, the trenching machine was
d iansported by shi and arrived too late to be used extensively. However, it di arrive
in time to dcmonstrface: 1 that an explosion in ice prodites a zone ot -hearing that
extends a substantial distance beyond the crater, dr- -) thaL L .. ench 18 i,. wide by 8 ft
deep can oe advanced in ice with a conventional tren' ing machine at appruxmmately

1 ft/min.
The direction of displacement along shear planes and the flat dip '.r plains afr

tl-e same as for thrust aut. (The ha ging wall is thrust over -i aodwe.im.) The term
'on en z tne" is used here to designas the zcl ne of shears.g f yond the crater. The
existence uf the shear planes and their orientation with rtspect to the: explosve charge
was oberved in trenches in the a,. 7onc. bUnt i.ortunately the limts of thrusting
could not be studied.

Excavation, field analysis, and crater surveys
The apparent crater was mapped in plan and cross section. Tiie rrater was then

excavated either b p hand or with a clamshell. he true crater ,,as mapped using the
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reference points used to map the apparent
crate!.

4-A field analvs's was made of e- .i blast
in an eff-%rt to ob" i. information us,.tul in
comparing the b..havior of ice with that of

other materials. Figures 12-15 illustrate
phenomena that are characteristic of the

'.- behavior of ice or that differ from the be-
havior of frozen ground.

SFigure 12 shows how the sarL of the
J ,ice is domed as a result of bla-ts at near-

critical depth. Th-i doming is in contrast
to the slabbing action characteristic of

brittle substances and sugges-s that "secon-
Figure 14. Refreezing after de- dary effects" associates with expansion of
formation and disaggregation of the gas bubble n-ay be of greater importa ct
the ice near the explosion cavily in Lratering in ice t,ar. "primar' effects"

associated with reflcct-on of the shock wgave.
Figu.e 13 illustrat-s the fracture pattern

typical of blasts at depths ranging from
critical depth to optimun depth. In brittle
substances, slabs are formed parallel to the
surface by reflection ol the shock wave. In
ice, failure occurs primarily on radial and
tangential planes, and appears to be a result

of displacement outwardly from the explosion
cavity.

Figure 14 illustrates 1) "plastic defor-
mation" of the ice adjacent to th • explosion
cavity, 2) conpaction due to heat and pres-
sure below the explosion cavity, and 3) dis-
aggregation along crystal boundaries (which

possibly may be due to energy release and
expansion of the ice after the pressure
declines).

Figure 15 shows damage to walls of a

Figure 15. Fracture pattern at wall of a vertical trench in ice in the zone beyond the
rim of tb'c '-rater. The crater exhibited

vertical trench near an explosion in ice. emfet suc h e 1 exhbute
effects such as shown in F~gurp I A, but the

fractures adjacent to the walls i, the trench
aie .- a different type. The; are vertical and are orion, roncent, cally ab,'.It the
explosive ch,'rge. It seems that, if :alised by reflection oe the shock wave, the fractures
should have formed parallel to the ,-.1d ' ne trench anti ihe ends shoul.: uve 'n the

)pposit- direction. If caused by thrusting, '.he fractures would be incl.-Ld . ttx ihan
vertical.

Ins tramrientati'.r
The scope of the instrumentation program was limited by difficulties ncountered

in the field .nd by time and funds available. The nun.be-- of under-ice shock gages
available for the tests also was limited. Early in the t-st program, gage an) cable
camage were high. The tests also were hindered by winds that at one time reached
velocitieb in ex-.esb of 100 mph. During much of he tst seaso,, it was impossible to

control melt water on the test site. Melt water and wind-blown moisture contribated
greatly t-) the difficulties of instrumentation. Near the end of the tedt season, the (ew
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gages that had remained serviceable were damaged by reezing of the E1 .; Z coating
that covered the gage elements.

To determine whether it was essential to freeze te gages in the ice, ptessure
measurements from gages frozen in the ice were compared with those from gages in
water-filled holes at the tame scaled dirtance. It was apparent that the gaZes should

be irozen into the ice to obtain proper coupling. Also it was observed thot tht., ak
pressure in glacier ice is substantially less than in artificial ice or in %.- .r at the
same ReA.led distance. Presumably air bubbles in the ice cause the peak, *essure to
be reduced. The upper 2 ft of ice contained water during the first month of testing and

behaved differently than the cold ice at greater depths.
Placement and recovery of under-ice gages wcrc difficult. Gages placed at less

than Z. 5 ft below the ice surface did not freeze for several days. As the ice surface
continued to deteriorate by radiation and by melting along the crystal boundaries, the
gage was no longer at the specified depth by ' hre it hiad frozen in. Fui'Lhe! .ore,
it was difficult to prevent inoist, ,'e frc-i ntering the cable t. uplings because the
velocity of the wina seldom was less than 20 ymph. When thk gages had frozen in,
usually o:,e or more circuits had shorted out. By the time the difficulty had been ae-
tected and corrected, refreezing might reduce the diamet.r of the blast hole so much
that the charge coald not be placed -t the specified depth. F'irthermore, the collar
'± the drill hole was no ' . at t.e same elevation as when drilled.

Difficulties first encountered when recovering the gages were more exasperating
• u' those experienced when placing them. The depth of a gage anid its position with
respect to the crater determined whether or not the gage was blown loose by the shot,
whether the cables were sheared off, or whether gage anid cable were undamaged.
Gages that remained in position were recovered by hand picking, by drilling, or by a
combination of hand picking, drilling, and blasting. Th.- volume of water on the test

site made it difficult to keep the crater free from water during excavation, and the
presence of the cables made it impractical to excavate with a clam'shell.

Most of the gage recovery difficulties were solved by using a steam jet. However,
it still was impossible to follow a standard pattern when placing the gages because the
depth of warm ice remained nearly constant and could not be scaled with 'he experiment,
and, depending upon the position of the gage wvth respect to the crater, shearing dis-
placement sufficient to destroy the cables occurred at various depths below the surface.

Under-ice gage layouts. Because of the difficulties, it was necessary to adopt a
pattern of gage placemert in which the scaled slant gage distance was held constant,
rather than the scaled charge depth or the scaled gage depth. The denth of the gage
was determined both by the thickness of the layer oi warm ice and by tic depth of the
crater. It was found through experience that the _uk.ius of L.,. true cra ,tr was in the
order of 25 times the radius of the charge. One t - more gages were piaced at this
distance. Two or more we:re plccd inside the crater and two t- e. Standard slant
uistances for spheres of Atlas 60 Percent Straight Gelatn and Iiit-:y _xplos.ve (,.-4
(which are of the same aiameter for a given weight of explos.. rl .t:..d in lable lV.
:. ecause of continual ablation of the ice surface and the iap: e of time between placing
the g- ges and firing the shot, the gage slant distances were : r.ea.ured after the
charge had been placed and differ slightly f-or the design distances.

Instrumentation for airblast and undef-ice pressure measurenments. Three types
of gages (Fig. 16) were used to measure air and under-ice shock pressur.. Disk-
shaped or "pancake gages with ourmaline-crystal elements 1-5/8, or 2-1/4 in. diame-
ter were used to measure pressures 'n aii. Underwater shc k gages with tourmaiine
gage elements 1/4, 3/8, or 1 / Z in. in diameter were used to mea- .., ':' i -i,.e shock
pressure. A few und-r-:co s ck nicasurements at di.tante., grez-ter tha,. C, %,.re
made using earth pressurQ ga s (Fig. 16, right) m.,nufacturt d by the D, artment of
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Figure 16. Air and unler-ice shock g z Figure J7. Gag;e calibration.

A,'

Y\

Figure ~~~ ~j7 18 ilrrcrig nt iue1.Fna hc farl

Figre 18. Milrrecrdtiong unit Figure 1. Final chek ofhirbah

contact burst instrurnentati-.i. lution, bTE refleL.-on seismug-aph.
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Table IV. Shock-gage scaled slant distances.
(Atlas 60 and C-4)

f (W)* f (r 0 )

1.50
2.24 16. ,0 __

3.36 25.00
5.03 37.50 __

7.56 56.25

Scaling factor X is a distance which, in
feet, is numerically equal to the cube .

root of the weight of charge W, in pounds.

Scientific and Industrial Research. Road

Research Laboratory, Hardmpndsworth, Figure 22. Placing geophones to mea-
Middlesex, England. The RRL gage is sure the three components of vibration.
3 in. in diameter and 5/8 in. thick and

is housed in an aluminum alloa, ", laminated pile ot tour x-cut quartz crystals elec-
trically connected in parallel is contained w'.hin the housing.

The gages were calibrated in the field using a pressure pot (Fig. 17). The cali-
bration simulated dynamic conditions in that the voltage drop across the piezoelectric
gage was measured as the calibration gressure was released izstantaneously from the
fluid in which the gage was immersed.

Gage signals were r-'corded !.i:. a Miller recording unit (Fig. 18) containing
?ight dual-beam cathode-ray oscillobcopes and a rotating-drum camera. Millisecond
tu:,,ag lines were imposed upon the records. One of the sixteen channels was used to
measure zero-time, another to measure the time of ice movement, and the remaining
to measure under-ice pressure or the pressure in the air.

In addition to under-ice shock measurements at positions designated in Table IV,
instrumented blasts were fired at shallow depths below the surface, at t: e surface, and
above the surface (Table V). The gage layouts are shown in the appendix (Figs. Al-23).
Slant distances in air for under-ice shots were measured from ground zero (Fig. A3).
Airblast gages were mounted as shown in Figures 19 and 20.

Seismic neasurementt,
A portable, high resolution, reflection seismograph (Fig. 21) manufactured by

Southwestern Industrial Electronics was available for the tests. The instrument could
not be calibrated under conditions in the field; therefore, the amplitude of vibration
could not be converted to absolute units of displa.zent. To offset this disadvantage,
*he arrival time and the frequency of each of the three components of 1b,,ation (Fig. 22'

.uld be measured -t zach of two geophone stations at specified scaled d.rtances from
te shot point. It was possible also to measure the ' "1-nes -" he ice al'Ig a profile
from the edge of the ice-cap to the explosiz-.4" test site.

At scaled distances less tb0in 1:0.\ the geophoes ,vere d'iven U..'.,nd Lteir limit

with the amplifier gain set at its minimum value. Geophcne ttatir-ns er.-sa*lis,e&
at stardard '.iqtance. of 201A ank 225X , and most records wer. r-.. ,isin,, t f.1
fi quencv raige of 70 to 425 cps. A few r-casurements .. --- ,akah a. scaled distances
o0 , 27S, 300, and 325).. A total ,,f 66 blasts was recorded. For 6 of these blasts,
pressurL measurements were also made. Seismic teasurements also were taken of

one abo% e-surface blast with each of the four test explosives (blasts 1 54h, c, d, znd a).
The time of arrival of the under-ice pressure uisturbance was measured by shock

gages placed so as later to be within and adjacent to the crater and by seismic ge,.3hones
placed at scaled distances ranging from 0OX Lo 325X . Uder-ice .,hock gages were
placed at scaled distances rangi.-,g from 1. 5X to 7.5X. The av -rage charge-to-gage
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Table V. Instr rmented contact and near surface lasts.

Scaled
depth of
charge

d
cr Explosive Blast no. Measurement

-0.25 C-4 170-1/2 Airblast
-0.50 C-4 170-3/4 Air4 Is st

Shallow -1.0 C-4 171 Airu st
und,.r-ice -0.25 C-4 151 Airblast
bla'ts -0.50 C-4 152 and under-

-0.50 A-60 113 ice shock.
-1.0 C-4 153 Under-ice

shock.

Contact 0 C..4 170R Airblast
bursts 0 A-60 1I0 Airblast

and under-

ice shock.

1.0 C-4 154B Airblast
Above 1.0 A..60 1 54C and air-
sur±ace 1.0 7S 154D induced
bursts 1.0 5S 154E under-ice

1.0 A-60 154F shock.

tiavel velocity was measured using all four types of explosive with charges ranging

from 2. 5 to 40 lb and at various positions above, in contact with, and belo., the ice
surface.

COMPILATION OF THE DATA

The data are compiled and tabulated in the appendix so that either a conventional
analysis or an analysis based upon the Livingston crater equations may be made. A
conventional analysis may be made using data sheets A and B, in which the various
blasts are arranged in numerical order. Figure 10 shows the blasts according to the
type of explosive, weight of charge, and depth of cha,,e.

Data sheet C gives the crater data arranged according to charge weight and type
1, .rder of increasing f-harge depLh. When these data are: so arranged, tbe ctrain

cne gy factor, the critical depth, and the materials bel '.or indcx are cons .nts for
all shots on any given data sheet.

Data sheet D summarizes sei.nic , a'a, arranged numerically by LL.4 4t number.
The a -rage charge-to-gage velccity and the frequency o. each of th. thrte (- -auaoLentj
of vibratijn arc ,ecorded. T' - frequency recorded is the averagt ,.l. h" r t :iva
pult ,

SYMBOLS AND NOMENCLATURE

Charge depth (dc)

Distance from surface to center of gravity cf charge.
Charge weight (W)

Net weight of explosive in charge.
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Crater shape factor (K.)

The crater shape factr.r is the variable K in the equation for crdter - ;lume

V = K h

where V = volume
r = crater radius
h = crater depth.

If K. equals 1/3, V is the volume of a cone. Thus a shape factor of l,3 in.:"ates
a conical-shaped cr.ter. A shape factor of less than 1/3 indicate, a convex or
trumpet shaped crater. A shape factor of mo.e than 1/3 indicates; a. :ave
shape or indicated conversion of the crater shape to parabolic or .3pherical form.

C,-itical depth (N)
The minimum depth (measured vertically from the surface to the center of gravity
of the explosive charge) at which the energy of the explosion is dissipated into a
mass of earth or rock without materially damaging the surface above the charge.

Depth ratio (A)
Ratio of the depth of cent,: -" gravity of the charge to the - ritical ceepth.

Energy utilization number (A)
Explained in text.

Flyrock travel height (Tv)
The maximum vertical height above the ground surface to which particles from a
blast are thrown.

Materials behavior index (IL)
Txplained in text.

Optimum depth (dco)
The depth at which a given weight and shape of explosive produce the greatest
volume of excavation per unit weight of explosive.

Strain-energy factor (E)
A measure of the energy absorption capacity of the medium in crater blasting.

N =E q.W

where N = critical depth (it)
W = weight of explosive (ib).

Stress distribution number (C)
Explained in text.

Figure Z3 illustrates crater and camouflet nomenclature adopted here. It is similar
to that used by Waterways Experiment Station for blasts in soils. However, practical
difficulties when blasting in rocks and frozen ground, and field conditions at the test site
r- explosions in ice make it impractical accurately to deLermine the limit of complete
rupture and the limit of extreme rupture. The practice is to excavate all material loosened
l.y the blast, and to describe the re-ulting excavatio ., brittle naterials _1 the "true crater".

EMPIRICAL EVALUA t1iON OF VENTING PHENOMEi,'

Introduction

The breakaga process when blasting in ice appears to b," a C:..b.-natsson of deforma-
tion without loss of cohesion and of d,-forrnation in which fracturing occurs. As the
depth of the charge is increased at constant weight, a point is reaches' at which the
material is not fractured at ).he surface or is not de:urmed beyond a specified limit.
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Figure 23. Crater and camouflet nomenclature.
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This depth is known as tht "critical depth." If the depth of the charge equals or is
greater than the critical de'.th N, deformation without Io!s of c.heszon pn. ",minates.
The charge depth at which the maximum volume of material is broken ;,.r -o:;nd of
explosive is the "optimur. -.epth." The weight of cxplosii.. at that depth is .i "op-
timum weight." If the depth of the -. arge is less than th-. critical depth but greater
than the optimum depth d. o . frac:uring occurs and part of the energy of the exilosion
is partitioned to the fracture process. If the depth of the charge is less than the
optimum depth, material isolated by the fracturing process is accelerated, th2- size
of the isolated particle is reduced, and partitioning of energy to the atmos-klre h ;in.

Energy utilized in deforming the material with.itu loss of cohesion is ; '-::t1able
to the fracture process. Ez, :rgy utilized to fracture and isolate the ma-era. £r'rom its
.urcnndings is no! available for accelerating the isolated fragments. It follows that
energy utilized to accelerate the material or energy remaining in the g:,s bubble after
breakthrough to the surface is not utilized in prior events. As the sec,uence of events
begins at the instant of detonation with a disturbance propagated outwardly from the
explosion cavity, later events depend upon whether energy is available ancl upon the
quantity of energy available.

It is difficult to measure the q. an.it; :,-f energy utilized ih. c;ch event or to describe
it in absolute units. It is possible, however, to obzerve the di-elopment of each of the
various events and to relate the beginning or the ending of the event to the depth ratio,
which is a measure of the energy dens;y in the material.

Evidence bearing upon the theory -f relative behavior of materials, upon cube-root
sc.hing, and upon the parti ' .vig of energy to the breakage process may be obtained by
studying the height to whic*- the material is thrown by the explosion. In following para-
e- .- I- the evaluation of the crater data begins with events that are later than those
comprising the breakage process. By doing so, it is intended to demonstrate that the
explosive and the material ace not separate and :-- !.--,dnt variables, and that energy
utilized :o impart motion is that left over and not required for earlier events.

Flyrock travel height
Motion pictures were taken to record the maximum height to whicn particles of

ice were thrown when blasting with various weights and types of explosive at various
depths below the surface. This maximum height divided by the critical depth is referred
to here as the "N-scaled V'rock travel height. " Figures 24-27 summarize the vaiiation
in N-scaled flyrock trave) height with the depth ratio A.

A comprehensive analysis of flyrock travel phenornena is beyond the scope of the
present report. The data are sufficient, however, to demonstrate:

1) that the height to which the material is thrown is a ff.nction of the depth
ratio, and

2) that the breakaway velocity of the material at any given depth ratio is not
independent of the type of explosive or of the weight of the charee.

The maximum height to which inmaterial is thro,,. L., a charge of given ;eight is
not always greater for a contact burst I 4, : 0 ) than f( • an underground burs:t (A >0 ).
Nor does the r.,aximum height appei- to depend upon tie energy deuq.',I of the (-xplos;-.e
or ,.pon the velocity of detonaton (Table II).

Although the relation cannot be established positively at th:. .:. th. .At suggest
th.. :he N-scaled flyrock travel height for an undergrouna burit :ncreases to a maximum
at the trensition between the fragmentation range (Livingston, 195)a) -nd the airblast
range. At low values of A, (within the airibl't rarge) upward acceleration of the
material appears to be influenced both by pressure within the rising gas bubble and 'iy
the velocity of the gas in its scouring action above the broken materi,,;.

At depth ratios greater tha, the transit.3n between the airblast range and the .rag-
mentation rang,,, the strain energy factor XV, the energy utilization number A, and the
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materials behavior index B, ippear to be parameters affecting !vrock travel height.
Such an interpretation accouats for the variation in flyrock t;ravel witi, .xplo.iives type,
mater.tIs type, and the chat,,e weight at a given value of A.

The apparent crater
The "apparent" crater is the excavation as it appears to an observer immediately

after a blast at ;. depth sufficiently shallow that fall-back does not fill the depression
completely. The term as used here does not apply to charges that dome rathe:r tha:
break the surface, nor does it apply to craters that are filled bey )nd the ,ev-' of the
original ground surface by broken material falling back.

An apparent crater may be formed by an anderground burst, a contact burst, or
an airourst. A contact burst is one in which the depth ratio is zero. An airburst is one
for which, in convention used here, the depth ratio is negative.

When blasts were fired with 10-lb charges of each of the test explosives at a distance
(in ft) above the surface of the ice equal to the cube-root of the charge weight (in lb), no
crater was formied. The lowcr liint at whi.ch a crater is ic-med in ice is qomc'hf..
in the region -l<Xc< 0, but the exaL, he-ght at which the ice surfve ceases to be damaged
by an airburst was not determined. The upper limit in ice (where fall-back fills Lhe

crater to the level of the original surface), deperds upon both thc weight and the type
of explosive. It is at a depth ratio slightly less than the optimum A o .

Figures 28-31 summarize the variLa~on in V/W, volume of the apparent crater
per puwId of e'cploslve, with dIpfl rati., a. Maximum V/W is reached in the region
0.18 < A< 0. 30, depending upon the weignt of the charge and the type of explosive. The
apparint crater is filled by fall-back and ceases to exist in the region 0. 52< A< 0. 58.
For a contact burst, V/W varies from 15 to 40% of the maximum for an underground
burst, depending upon the weight of the charge and the type of explosive. The fact that
a single V/W curve cannot be used to represent the 2.5-, 5.0-, 10-, and 20-lb charges
of a given explosive is consistent with variation in the N-scale flyrock travel height
with charge weight (Fig. 24-7). An increase in the flyrock travel height .s accom-
panied, for all types of explosive, by an increase in V/W of the apparent crater. V/W
of the apparent crater and the N-scaled flyrock travel height both approach a maximum
value at low values of A.

Figures 32-39 show the variation in the N-scaled radius and depth of the apparent
crater with the depth ratio.

The height to which the flyrock is thrown and the dimensions of the apparent crater
depend more upon events subsequent to the breakage process than upon events coincident
with it. Both are greatest at low values of A , where the breakage process is inefficient.
Both are dependent upon the explosive, the material, and the scale of the experiment.

e observed relations are compatible with the theory of relative benavior of materials
and are cited here In uts support.

CRATER EVALUATION TF' ORY

Meth.d of evaluating the data
The methoa of cva-uatiim ,rater datt employed in following H... di-f soi-

yh;.. from conventional cube-root sc,.l.n, iii that energy pda.,LLcning and variation in the
behavior ot The material with charge ,eight are taken into consideration. The method
embodies the "theory of relative behavior of materials" and makes :se of the Livingston
crater equations. The equations were derived as a result of the Fort Churchill Blast
Tests (Livingston and'Murphy. 1959), and the theory of relative behavicr of materials
was first stated when applying the equations to small blasts in loess and clay (Liviaf-
ston, 1959a).
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Variables that exert the predominant influence on tne cratering proce!ss are:

1) the explosive
2) the geometry
3) the material.

Experience has shown that the expl.;sive and the material are not separate and inde-

pendent variables. Experience also has shown that the behavior of the material is not

necessarily constant. Moreover, depending upon the depth of the charge, a part of the

energy of the explosion is partitioned to the atmosphere and is not available to -1G work

upon the material. The Livingston crater equations take into account th- v liable. ,

that affect the cratering process and may he classit:cd as:

1) those involving a length or damage distance and containing coefticients
dep.-nding upon the critical depth;

2) those involving volume measurements and containing coeff;cients depen-

dent upon optimum weight.
The general equation is of the first type, and is:

3
dc = Ar1W (1)

where: dc is the depth of the charge, ft

A is the depth ratio = dc /N
E is the strain-energy factor

W is the weight of explosive, 1b.

Any linear dimenej- , a c:t-r. a gage distance, or the distance from the shot
give,, type of damage may be des,_ribcd using thc general equation and suitable

,.oeiiicients. The coefficients used here, such asKr to describe the radius of the true
crater and Kh to describe the depth of the crater, are N-scaled distances. Instead of
using the cabe-root of the charge weight as a scaling factor, as is conventional, the

critical depth N = E M is used. In some materials, dependent upon the scale of the
experiment and the range of charge weights, E is a variable rather than . constant.

The equation for crater volume is typical-of the second type. It n'ay be written in

the form

V/W = E 3 ABC. (2)

Because of test geometry, and because charges of spherical shape were used (except

for 2. 5-lb charges of Atlas 60), the equation as applied to most of the blasts in ice
reduces to

V/W = i 3 AB. (3)

a charge of spherical shape and a given type and v Oit of e>, osive ". "sed when

blasting in a given rmaterial, E and B are constants anl the equation reduces to

V/W = KA. ,4)

The energy utilization number A of eo 4 is the ratic :,Y 7 voiume of the crater

at charge iepth dc to the volume at optimum depth, where fracturing reaches its

greatest stage of development. Since both the energy utilization num-er and the vol-

ume of material broken per pound of explosive cu b, measured with certainty, deviatiun
from cube-root scaling may be observed by compaimng values of V 'W -t .-arious charge

weights using a given explosive when blasting in a given material.
The interdependence of coefficients that relate to me.suremenms of length and thoce

that relate to measirements of volume is ae follows:,
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wKs (K) 2: = .BC = K

where K = N-scaled crater volume V/N3
K is the crater sha-e factoi
Kr is the N-scaled crater radius = r/N
Kh is the N-scaled crater depth = h/N.

Determining critical depth and optimum depth
As failure in blasting may be of the shock type, tae shear type, or the vit ,us

damping type, and as certain of the principles set forth here are thought to be appli-
cblc to rolids, liquids, and gases, the critical depth should be thought of as the depth
at which the displacement of th- surface above the charge no longer exceeds a specified
limit (Livingston, 1959b). Suitable standards of displacement may be chosen for a
wide variety of materials such as rocks, soils, ice, snow, water, and air; and the
strain-energy equation may be applied not only to brittle--acting or to plastic-actilt
solids, but also to other materia'.- v the earth's crust. So as to t.stablish a standard
to which the factor that relates to deviation of the stressed volunu. from spherical
shape can be referred, critical depth further is specified as being measured in a
homogeneous medium using a given type of explosive and a charge of spherical shape.

Because of instrument limitations, i. usually is rcessary:
1) to measure displacement at some point otter than vertically above the charge;
2) to relate di.plcCLbient tL. ra:t"cle velocity or accelerition;
3) to measure displacement uoing motion pictures;
-tj to measure displacement using standard survey techniques which record

permanent rather than maximum displacement;

5) to measure displacement using strain gages that measure relative rather
than absolute strain;

6) to relate displacement of the surface above the charge to failure criteria
such as:

a) the beginning of the slabbing action due to reflection of the shock wave,
b) the beginning of shearing-type failure at the explosion cavity,
c) the beginning of doming of the surface sufficient to cause radial cracks

to form in materiz is such as snow and ice.
As many as possible of the above methods should be used in the field. A sufficient

number of sh(,ts should be made to pinpoint the critical depth at three or more charge
weights, and blasts should be fired with charge depths slightly greater and less than the
critical depth. Hence, it becomes unnecessary to extr:,polate for critical depth within
the -terval between a charge that is too deep and another that is too shallow.

',ritical depth ma.- be determined by direct observaticn, supplemented1 , if desired,
by i- tion-picture records. Some skill and experience .quiree, oecause Lrittle-
acting substances and legs brittle-acting substances show different eifects. The unskilled
observer may find it necessary to :,,sor& to the "maximurr radius of rup.,- e" x-ethod
of dete-nining critical depth. Tho skilled observer also may use this mei,'ed ' supple-
nient his observnt-ons and to '.qin evidence concerning the relativ, "tiastic or "platic"
behav: ,r of the mate rial.

The max;-.um ra-lius of rupture metkiod as applied to brittle-acting Imaterials con-
sists of computing the slant distance from the center of the explosive charge to the
limit of extreme rupture at the ground ziurface. More plastic-acting materials are
domed at the surface before fracturing begins, and the slant distance is m,-asured to
the limit of vertical uplift (see Fig. 23)., The charge depth at which the slant distance
is maxirmum is the critical depth for a charge of given weight.

Uplift and doming ' 'ithout loss of cohesion of the surface above a contained explosive
cha-ge does not occur in ideal brittle substances. Therefore, the slant dis'.:nce for
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the center of the charge to the limit of extreme rupture becomes a vertical distance.
If the material does not behave as an ideal 1-rittle substance, doyning occirs, and the
slant distance exceeds th., charge depth. The extent of the difference indi-.It's the

ductility of the material, but is not a satisfactery meast.,l, of it because th.! behavior
of the material is dependent on thl. type and the weight Cf aie explosive. * Low-energy#

low-velocity explosives tend to minimize doming. Small charges also minimize doming -
both because of the scale of the experiment and because of the small volume of adjacent
material that is deformed plastically. The behavior of the material depends up 'n the
energy densityt at the point of observation. Ductile behavior increases as the t,.ergy
increases - or brittle behavior increases as the mnergy density decreas. At dis-
tances approaching the critical distance for a charge of given weight, more of the
brittle than of the ductile effects becomes apparent to an observer.

Field experir.n- shows that the maximum volume of material is oroken per pound

of explosive at that charge depth at which the surface is uplifted in nearly hemispherical
shape, and the pressure that remains within the expanded gas bubble inside the uplifted

A material is insufficient to destroy the hemispherical shape before the uplifted ir terial
falls back. This charge depth i.t taken as the optunum depth. It is the depth at which

the energy partitioned to the breakage process is maximum. Positive displacement
measurements at the surface beyond the crater substantiate field observations and

demonstrate that the scaled displacement of the material apprc aches a maximum at
that charge depth where the volume c: material broken per pou id of explosive also ls
maximum. The expulsion of flyrock and of plumes from the vented gas bubble at high
velocity is characteri.ti.- of charges detonated at depths less than the optimum depth.

The energy utilization number A (available) relates to loss or incomplete use of
'.,.able energy for the breakage process, and is 1. 0 at optimum weight where frac-

turing reaches its greatest stage of development. At cha'ge depths less than optimum,
energy is left in the escaping gas bubble, or is used in fragmenting and accelerating

material previously isolated. As the total quantity of energy released by a charge of
given weight remains constant, the quantity that is used in the breakag, process is less
at other charge depths in which a crater is formed than at optimum depth. Accordingly,
A is less than 1. 0 at charge depths other than optimum depth.

The optimum depth can be estimated by sight and hearing almost as accurately as
it can be determined by excavating, measuring, and plotting the variation of crater
volume with depth at constant charge weight. At a depth slightly less than optimum the

gas bubble breaks through, the hemispherical shape of the uplifted material is destroyed,
the noise of the explosion increases, the rate of acceleration of flyrock increases, the
type of fragmentation changes, and ground motion begins in a downward direction or
inward towards the vertically rising column of eiected material. A series of motion
pictures of blasts at various depths recording the displacement of the e,irface above the
charge or breakthrou.gh of the gas bubble; or a series of measurement recording the
noise level or the air-blast pressure at a given por'ion will b useful in determining

the depth at which a new phenomenon begins or in pinpointing the critical depth or the
optimum depth.

Evaluation procedure

When blasts of various types of explosives and various ofg ± chkarge are fired,
it my.v b.s incorrect to assume that the behavior of the material is independent of the

* For a more complete discussion, see Livingston 1959a.

t The term "energy density" is used with respect to the material as the disturbance
propagates through it in the same manner that, in conventional terminology, is used
to describe the energy of an explosive per unit of weignt.
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weight of the charge and of the type of explosive. Accordingly, a change in chorge
type or weight might be considcred as being analogous to a charge in mateial.

Test conditions for explosi as were controlled as follows, charges of sphe . -1
shape were detonated at the center of th- ..harge and were pla,. -i below a near hori-
zontal surface of semi-infinite lateral extent. The diameter of the blast hole did n. it
greatly exceed the diameter of the charge. The hole was backfilled with stemming
material and the stemming compacted.

The above "prototype" conditions cause the strt ss distribution number C to .,quai
I. 0. Under such conditions the parameters W, E, B, and C of the ivingston c-%ter
equations are constants for a given material, weight of charge and explosiv, . , _E

and B can be measured accurately, and C is fixed by the test coiditions.) The strain
energy facior E can be determined from blasts at critical depth within limit; of
accuracy that depend upon the variation in the properties of the material.

The materials behavior index B is computed from
V

B=0

Both V and N can be measured accurately.

The stress distribution number C provides a mea~ns of describing the effect upon
the breakage process of:

a) physical and geologic properties of the material such as alteration, degree
of cementation, stratification, 'edding, juinting, sheeting, and faulring;

b) the shape of the explosive charge;
" the geometry of the explosive charge with respect to the charge hole and

the material;
d) the type of stemming and its physical properties after compaction;
e) the method and the geometry of the detonation process.

Test conditions may be established so that C = 1. 0 - as was done for these tests.
The energy utilization number A is a variable. For a blast at any depth

0

The volume of the true crater at any charge depth V and the volume at optimum depth
V 0 can be measured with the same accuracy as the charge weight or the charge depth.

Limitations placed upon the analyst by the crater equations and by measurements
that can be made in the field with accuracy leave little choice when drawing curves to
summarize the data. These limitations become apparent if the crater equations are
analyzed. For example,

ABC = 4s W(Kr)' Kh 
= K.

Accordingly, if K = V/N3 is determined, the product ABC, also is determined; or if

&I !Sh, and K are determined, then Kr .s determined. rlso, since W, r, B, and C,
for sinple shot blasts under prototype test conditions, are constants for ; g ve, ,cight
of charge, explosive, and material:

a) the volume of the true crater is a constant (WE3BC t5f .. ,e energy
utilizatiun ni-rher A;

b) the volume of material broken per pound of explosive is a con tant (EIBC)
times A;

c) the N-scaled crater volume K is a constant (BC) times A.
Furthermore, the volume of the crater as measured in the field must satisfy all three
of the following equations:
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V = K zrr~h

V = WE 3ABC

V = KN 3 .

The following procedure is s..ggested in evaluating the data:
1)* Determine whether the strain energy fact3r is a constant or a variable

within the range of the experimcnts. if more than one type of explosive is used or if
blasts are fired in dissimilar materials, determine the variation in E for the teo-
conditions.

2) Determine whether or not the materials behavior index is a t. itant or
a variable within the range of the experiments.

3) Plot V/W of the limits of complete ruptu'e vs A, to observe transition
limits between ranges of similar behavior.

4) Using the shape of the V/W vs A curves and the transition limits (which
occur at maxima, minima, or noints of inflection), construct preliminary curves to
summarize the variation of A with A. (Note: A = 1.0 at optimum weight).

5) Plot K.h vs a u,,ing ;:h field data and the transit - limits. Average the
data, using smooth curves.

6) Plot K s vs A using the field data and the transition limits. Average the
data, using smooth curves to obtain preliminary values of K. at various values of A.

7) Calculate values of K r,, various values of A using the equation

K r = /b
8)Ks ffK h

8) Compare values of Kr determined directly from field measurements of
the crater radius with the calculated values to determine whether inconsistencies in
A or K. appear. If so, revise the preliminary values of A and K s.

9) Calculate V/W and V at various assumed values of A, making use of the

fact that V/W is a constant (_BG) times A and that V is another const,.at (WE 3 BC)
times A.

10) Compare values ot V at any given value of A obtained from

V wK wrZh

V = WE 3ABC

V = KN 3 .

Critical atepth and the train vncrgy lactor
The nethod of pinpointing was used in the iid to determine the critical depth.

This methiod minimizes the number of shots to be fired and increases the accuracy

with wnich? the dte.mination is made. The critical depth first was det~rriined by
"cut and try, " usiag Z. 5-1b charg-.-m of Atlab 60 PP ,.L Stra.g.t Gelatin ;t various
depths below the surface to observe the minimum &"p.h at which the charge was
completely contained. It wa. zi.tcrini.vd, for exanple (see Fig. :.. that critical
d ith was somewhere between 7.6 ft (shot H) and 8.6 ft (shot 75). A, '1,-':ox.nat:
value of E %,as cal, L,,t,.. assuming N to be 8. 0 ft, from

N = E 'W

and tested u;ing a 5-lb chaige (shot 70). The process of computation and extrapoihtion
was repeated for other charge weights and types of explosive. Field observation later

* Note:. Steps 1 and 2 should be investigated during the held work rather than after

the analysis be.ins.
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Table- VI. Explosions in glacier ice.

Constaaits for charge of sjhierical shape
Materials qtrain

Charge wt, behavior energy
W (Ib) index, B factor, L E 3  BC E

3 i5C WE 3 BC A 0

Atlas 60
2.5 0.56 5.96 211.71 0.40t 84.68t 211.7t 0.67
5 0.55 5.96 211.71 0.55 116.44 582.2 68

10 0.54 5.86 201.23 0.54 108.66 108o. 6  0.67
20 0.50 5.65 180.36 0.50 90.18 18C3. b 0.65
40 0.38 5.41 158.34 0.38 60.17 2405.8 0.63

C-4
2.5 1.29 4.1q 73.56 1.29 94.89 i.37.2 0.74
5 0.89 4.56 94.82 0.89 84.39 422.0 0.71

10 0.67 4.79 109.90 0.67 73.63 736.3 0.70
20 0.51 4.91 lld. 37 - : 1 ,0. 37 1207.4 ,.68
40 0.32 5.00 125.00 0.32 40. CO 1600.0 0.64

Coalite 7S
2.5 0.83 4.41 85.77 0.83 71.19 178.0 0.70

5 0.82 4.50 91.12 0.82 74.7, 373.6 0.69
10 0.80 4.51 91.73 0.80 73.78 733.8 0.66

20 0.78 4.50 91.12 0.78 71.07 1421.4 0.63
7!

Coalite 5S F1
2.5 1.14 3.98 63.05 1.14 71.88 179.7 0.70
5 0.91 4.21 74.62 0.91 67.90 339.5 0.68

10 0,81 4.28 78.40 0.81 63.50 635.0 0.67
20 0.71 4.28 78.40 0.71 55.66 111: 2 0.66
40

* Estimated

t Valid only at A °

was supplemented by studying motion pictures of the blasts. The curved lines marked
"critical" on the correlation diagrams (Fig. 10) are the result of this study. Because

the lines are not straight on log-log paper and do not follow a one-third slope, it fol-
lows that the behavior of the material is vot constant and therefore that geometric

- larity cannot be achieved when employing conventional methods of cube-root scaling.

The curves for all four types of explosives arc concave downward. Dependidg upon the
type of explosive and the range of the experiment, the L.,,pe may ;e either g..ater or

less than one-third,
Values of the strain-energy tactoc E' arc summarized in Table VI. '.he range of

value- is from 3.98 to 5.96 and is greater for the smaller than for th larg,. cha.'ges.
The riaximum value of E for each type of explosive within the ran.: -' t 0! e..;..rimeuts
is a. ;;:lows:

5.96 Atlas 60
5.00 C-4
4. 51 Coalite 7S
4. 28 Coalite 5S.

The maximum value of E occurs where the slope of the tangent to the log-log curves is
one-third (Fig. 10).
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Optimum depth and the mo*erials behavior index

Essentially the same procedure was used in the field Ito detemi.e,; opirnum depth
as to determine critical d,,tAh. The criterion for optimum depth determir .- y P-ght
and sound is that the blast must ca- -e the material to be ' i1'ited in igloo-shape without

noise v.nd without plumes being shot out. Motion pictures of blasts at near oplimum
depth were reviewed, and graphs were constructed summarizing the variation of V/W
withA . The curved lines of Figure 10 marked "optimum" are the result. The curves
for all four types of explosive are concave downward. Their slope at any given i,-.sition
within the range of the experiments may be either greater .han or less tha'- onc-third.
The flatter slopes occur at the larger charge weignts. In general, thf sit is less
than one-third for blasts in glacier ice if the weight of the charge is gzeater than 10 lb.

The depth ratios at ..)ptimum depth A o are summarized in Table V7.
From the correlation diagrams and Table VI, one may conclude 'hat the perfor-

mance of an explosive depends upon the charge weight. For example, the strain energy
factor for C-4 steadily increases with charge weight whereas the strain energy factor
for Atlas 60 steadily decrease, for rharg heavier thcim 5 lb. At some weight 1 excess

of 40 lb, the performance of tnu , ,,o e'closives may be simi]ar. The performance of
Atlas 60 at 2. 5 lb is vastly superior to that of C-4 relative to that particular t iergy
level at which the material begins to lose its cohesion. The dta show that as the
charge weight changes, the behavior of the material also changes. We thus are provided
with experimental verification of the zoncept stated in the theury of relative behavior of
materials (Livingston, 19?.1, Ch. I1), that a change in energy density within a given
material is analogous to .a chang, in ne type of material at constant energy density.

The materials behavior index B is a ratio of lengths to the third power. Both the

length that is determined by V o and-the length that is determined by N are dependent
upon the breakage process. These lengths describe the geometry of the breakage pro-
cess at two dVfferent stages - the stage where fracturing begins and the stage where
the fractures extend so as completely to isolate the material within the limits of com-

plete rupture from its surroundings. The energy level within the mate ial at the begin-
ning of the breakage process is that at which the depth ratio is 1. 0. At the end of the
process, the energy level is that at which the depth ratio is A0 . Until additional basic
research has been accomplished, it is necessary to describe the materials behavior

index in relative rather than absolute units.
The variation in B with charge weight and explosive type is shown in Table VI.

Although B is a constant for a given material, weight of charge, and type of explosive,
it varies both with the weight of the charge and with the type of explosive. The view

held here, in accordance with the theory of relative behavior of materials, is that a
decrease in B with increase in charge weight rapr+sents a decrease in the elastic
behavior, or an increase in the ductile behavior of the material.

It may be unwite to assume that the constants of Table VI applj witnout modifi-
cations to lake ice and to sea ice, It also appears i-se to -, sume thi, the constants
apply to all types of glacier ice, or for that matter to ice of the Thule ramp at all
temperatures.

TRUE CRATER EVALUATION

Variat.,_ of V/W of the true crater with A

It was impractical, because of conditionn, at the test site, to dilierentiate between

the limit of the true crater and the limit of complete rupture. When determining 14e
crater limit, all material loosened by the blast was excavated. The crater walls aL

The fracture process in ice is determined by a shear rather than a shock failure

(Livingston, 1959b).
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excavated -- obably represent the limit of complete rupture as defined for blasts in

soils (USA .WES, 1958) ar4 in snow (Livingst.n, 1960). When bi.si.- is. rocks and
iri f--)zejs ground, it is imp-actical also to determine the limit as oefis.ed ic. soils.
It shold be recognized, tljzrefore, that *he 'tr-e crater' as determined f-r arittle
substai.ces and as also determined sere for ice may not ke dentical -ith the limit as
definesd for soils, for snow,* and for other materiais where the colored colourxi tech-

nique is practical.
Figures 40-43 summarize the variation in VIW with the depth ratio A. is

evident that
1) the behavior of the material is not independent of tne type of. .sive, and
2) that the behavior of the material is not independent of the weig:.t of the charge

n- ..- the bcale of the experiment.

Physical properties of the upper Z ft of ice differ from those of tbh colder ice below,
and the effect ot the warmer surface layer is greater for small than !or large charges.
The 2. 5-ib charges of Atlas 60 were of cylindrical shape oi height equal to diameter,
but all other charges were of spherical shape. Bccaus- of the test conditions, V- 2.5-
lb charges of each of the test '-x :sives shouto De evi uai -- arately .-s if in a different
material. The effect of charge shape nmust Le considered for i .ie 2. 5-lb charges of

Atlas 60.
Eq 3 expressee the volume of material broken per pound cf explosive, for charges

of spherical shape, as a function of th. strain energy factor E, the energy utilization
n..inbnr A, and the materials behavior index B.

V/W = E 3AB. (3)

As E and B are constants for a given exulosive and weight of charge, the variation in

of the energy partitioned to the fracture process. From cq 3 and Figures 40-43 it

follows that the partitioning cf energy tn the fracture process varies with the depth
ratio. At some value of A ( Ao by definition), the quantity of energy partitioned to the
breakage process is maximum.

Applying a similar argument to the phenomenon of flyrock trav-l, it follows that
the maximum flyrock travel height must occur at that value of A where the proportion
of the energy of the explosion available to impart motion to the material is maximum.
From the law of conservation of energy, the energy partitioned to plastic deformation
and to fracturing the material is less at the depth ratio where Tv/N is maximum than
that at higher values of A. This is in accordance with the relations of Figures 24-27
and 40-43.

Regardless of the detailed m.anner in which energy is partitinned to the material
-or to the atmospi.?rc• and regardless of the sequence of events, it appe:.-b from com-
?arison of the flyrock travel and the V/W relatioa - r the truv crater that:

1) energy utilized in deforming :he mater:al withonat loss of cohesion is not

available to the fracture procosb,
2. energy utilized in deforming without loss of cohesion -.zd :r .. rn. tne

mate-ial ie rot avail ahJ" t') accelerate the isolated fragments-
3) the variation both of V/W with A and of T. IN w2,'. Al depew.ent upon

the wc:'g t and type of explosive, up.n the material, and upon the shape of the charge.

See Explosions in snow for further discussion.
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Energy utilization number, A

Variation of the energy utilization number A witb depth ratio is zummnrized in
Figures 44-47. The curve- viere obtained by dividing the V/W vs A curve: . , 'he
constant ESBC (Table VI) for type ar ' weight of explosive. The curves have not been
extended beyond A because the region was not explored fully. Points were ca'culated
for each blast from

*V A= V
0

where V is the volume of the true crater and V is the volume at optimum at h. The
position of the points with respect to the corresponding curve indicates the dispersion
r, Uhe data.

The curves are concave upwards at low values of A and concave downwards at
higher values. The depth ratio at the point of inflection depends both upon the type of
explosive and the weight of charge. The relations imply that the behavior of the ma-
terial is independent neither of the type of explosive nor ,l the weight of the chafq.
They also imply that partitioning u-" enor-. to the breakage proc, as changes from an
increasing function to a decreasing finction at some particular charge depth. Aa a
first approximation, it appears that the transitiop occurs at the limit between the air.
blast range (Livingston, 1959a) and the fragmentation range where V/W of the apparent
crater is maximum (Figs. 28-31) and tne height of flyrock travel (Figs. 24-27) also
is maximum.

.D1tth of the true crater, Kh

The depth of the true crater is the sum of the depth to the center of gravity of the
charge,d0 , and the vertical radius, rv, of the explosion cavity (Fig. 23).

Figures 48-51 show the variation of the N-scaled depth of the true crater Kh and
the N-scaled gas bubble radius K v with the depth ratio. For example, except for
charges of cylindrical shape (2. 5 lb Atlas 60), Kcv is larger for a contac" burst than
for a charge at optimum depth. It appears that N and Kcv depend not only upon the
critical depth, but also upon the explosion pressure.

For charges of spherical shape Kcv varies with the weight of the charge. The
variation is less for a charge at optimum depth than for a contact b..cst. Part of the
observed variation may be due to physical properties of the 2-ft surface layer of 32F
ice. As the curves (Fig. 48) for spherical charges of 5, 10, 20, and 40 lb of Atlas 60
appear identical, the observed difference between the curve for the 2. 5-lb charge
(cylindrical shape) and the curve for the other charges appears to be due to the effect
of charge shape.

Crater shape factor, K
s

The shape of the true crater may be inferred from the crater ahape factor K.
where

V

Ii t s .-. 1,,'s than 1/3, the crater is t-umpet-shaped. If K s = /., the crater is cone-
shaped. If Ks = 2/3, the crater is hemispherical. If Ks is greater ti in 2/3, the crater
is bowl- or dish-shaped. The shape varies with the depth ratio and appears to be :ndica-
tive of the mechanics of failure and of the scouring -,ction of the gas bubf'le.

Figures 52-55 summarize the variation of K s with A. Because oi the dispersion,
the curves were computed using a "cut and tr," method and the equation
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K= ABC

Values of Kr and of K. ".',-re adjusted to obtain the ocest agreement betwe, tl.e com-

puted curves and the exparimcnta' dlata. This resulted :, a family of X carves for
each type of explosive, except foi Coalite 5S, where a single curve fits the test data.

The curves show that a contact burst produces a bowl- or dish-shaped true crater
which changes gradually to hemispherical shape as the depth of the charge is increasetd
within the airblast range. A local maximum and a local minimum occur ,iitti, "he

fragmentation range. The local minimum occurs near the transition 1ron the airblast
range to the fragmentation range, and the local r.aximum occurs near i:,. ransition

from the fragmentation range to the shear range. The variation in the shape of the true
crater within the fragmentation range is considerably less than in the other ranges.
Such is consistent with the premises that a scouring action predominates in the air-
blast range, particle size is reduced in the fragmentation range, ard the material is
isolated from its surroundings in the shear range.

True crater radius, K
r

Figures 56-59 summarize the variation in the N-srale( true crater radius Kr
with A. The curves were computed from

using values of B fro.n table V: txi the curves for A, Ks, and Kh.

AIR AND UNDER-ICE SHOCK

Twenty-four instrumented shots were fired during the test program. A compre-
hensive analysis at this time is beyond the scope of this report, and additional data
are needed. The following preliminary comments are intended only t. aid future work.
Figures 10 and 11 show the charge weight-charge depth relations. Test conditions and
results are summarized in Figures Al-23.

Under-ice pressure records

The shape of the pressure pulse, although different than in water or in air, is
thought to be representative of materials that deviate from ideal elastic behavior. On
certain shots, higher pressures were recorded at gages beyord the crater than within
it. It is doLbtful that this effect could be observed in an ideal brittle substance or in
fluids. Rather than being anomalous, it may represent hoth the shape of the distur-
bance thaL proceedq outwardly from the explosion cavity in materials that fail in shear,
and a fundamentai difference between shock and sh-ar failurt- in blabiing. Shearing
failure predominates over shock iiaJre in ice, a11 .e rise LO maximuni aressure at
scaled distances A greater than 1. 5 \ is gradual "ather than abruot. Failure, rather
than being caused by the reiettion of che shock waN e, is due to oi-.ward ,"isplacement
. )rn the explosion cavity. Depending upon the depth ratio of toe 4h , upon: .'.. -. ge
oosition wi~n respect to -anits of the potential crater, the aa.2- " .bl y be set in

.)t-on before the maximum pressure at that distance is reached.
FI.re 60 illustrates the variation in the shape of the press-ar( o'3lse with distance

and the effect of depth ratio and of the place of observation upoa the hhape. The lower
maximum pressure of record (e) compared to record (b) (518 vs 783 psi) at the s-nc
scaled distance (3. 3 %) may indicate that the direction of displacement is different
for the deeper charge, and thaz the time at which movement begins also is diffei eant.
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When studying crater limits using a trenching machine, it -.vas observed that incip.. -
planes of shear continue beayond the crater w if the depth of One chdrge :avors
shearing rather than the tye of deformation illustrate d in Figtre 14.

At scaled distances o .' 1. 5% or 1ss (record 79a), the ehape of the pre1.-:ure puts-
is similar to that in air,or in wate. , but as the distance incteases, the shape rhang s
so that the pressure at the shock front is small compared to that some distance behind
it.

Near-surface airblast and under-ice pressure

The presence of a nearby ice surface affects t,e magnitude and shape , joth air-
blast and under-ice shock records. Consistent with the 2W correction, the airblast
nre's..re for an ice-surface contact burst is higher at a given scaled distance than for
an airburst. A comparatively shallow depth of cover substantially reeuces the airblast
pressure. Similarly, if the shot is fired at a comparatively small distance above the
surface of the ice, the under-ice shock is substantially reduced. A change in the mag-
nitude of the pressure peak due to the presence of the ncarby interface is accomf nied
by certain characteristic chan;:. "t, th, form of the pressure 1, cord. As was observed
also for deeper under-ice shots, tile pressure reuorl is affect.-d both by the dt. th ratio
of the shot and by the place of observation.

Figure 61 illustrates the effect of the charge position and place of observation upon
the shape and magnitude of the pressi,,e pulse in air and under ice. The records were
chosen qo that the effect of distance upon the form and magnitude of the pressure pulse
is ainimized.

Reccrds (a), (b), and (c) illustrate tac variation i the shape of the pressure pulse
iii d,,r in -he range 3. 59X<R<4. 25X as the charge positon successively changes from
airburst to cuiztct burst to shallow underground burtL. At the refercnce gage position
for a contact burst (position 9, Fig. A3), record (b) shows that a negative phase precedes
the positive phase. The form of the pressure pulse in air from a shallow under-ice
burst (record c) as recorded at the reference gage position (position 2, -ig. Al 2) differs
from that for a contact or airburst (record a). The low intensity shock first arriving
at the airblast gage is followed by a gradual pressure rise as the vented bubble rises
and engulfs the gage.

Records (d), (e), and (f) illustrate the variation in the form of tie under-ice pressure
pulse at the range of composite air plus ice slant distance 2. 17X <R<2.43X . The scalel
distance through whirh the disturbance travels in air decreases and the distance in icc
increaseb as the charge positior is lowered. The depth of the gage below the ice surface
remains constant at 1. 40X. The contact burst (record e) shows an initial pulse due to
the direct shock followed by a gradual rise of pr-2-ure within the ice. The gradual rise
iay be a result of air-induced uider-ice shock as the expanding gas bub:le sweeps across
,e ice surface. ".ih,- under-ice pressure pulse due to the shallow burs. ,Fig. 61) illus-
:ates the gradual rise to maximum pressure that i'- uI-racte tic of U. -per shots-in

bubbly ice. The m-xirnum pressure is lower for th, under-ice burst than for the contact
burst. The lower pressore (A7l pn, - 308 psi) at nearly the saame .. ied .ilant dista(ce
ag-in suggests that, depenmding upon the depth ratio and the gage p)s ,n. 6ade n,ay h-
set into mot:crn befre th" -iaximurn prf ssure at that distance -Uc.e

Direct -;. ,1gr-ice shock
Figure 62 summarizes the relation between rrzximum under-ic, pressure and scaled

slant distance to the gage using spherical charges oi Atlas 60 Percent Straight Gelatin.
The observed relations are summarized empirically and are offtred _.s preiiminary data

subject to modification when an analysis is undertaken.
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A first approximation of the eelation
between maximum under- ice prkssure and -
scaled slant distance, independe .t of charge 1_.
depth and gage geometry, is giver 'or under- I
ice blasts of Atlas 60 by the equ: .Lun

10,000
PrAo , 000s  (Atlas 60 prelim.) .

where Pm is the maximum pressure and X
is the scaled slant distance to the gage X. = R/. s

Figure b3 summarizes the relation be- 2 \ '
tween maximum under-ice pressure and scaled [
slant distance for blasts of C-4. The equation

P 8600 (C-4 prelim.) cPm kz. 84 - -. i
S S

is a first approximation and cos- not take the I _
depth ratio or the gage position i.itc at-count.

Air-induced under-ice shock .. . , 0 ..0

Figure 64 compares the observ-d air- SCALEODOTANc-R/w*

induced under-ice shock from two 10 lb Figure 66. Air blast pressure, C7S.
charges of Atlas LO (',i, .ts ± 5.4, 1 .) with
the shuck pressure produced by explosions of TNT in water (Cole, 1948) and free air.
ihe gage geometry and the scaled slant distance to which the under-ice shock pressure
is referred are illustrated in appendix drawings Al and A2. The charges were of
spherical shape and were suspended in air at a distance of lk above the ice surface.

Near-surface air blast pressure
Within limitations of the available data, Figure 65 compares th- observed peak

overpresseire from 10-lb blasts of C-4 detonated at 1X above the i(oe surface, in contact
with the ice surface, and at 0. 56X below the ice surface with the peak overpressure from
blasts of TNT in free air. The overpressure using C-4 appears to be comparable to that
using TNT. The overpressure from a contact burst is greatex than that in free air, and
the overpressure in air from a shallow under-ice burst is considerably less than that
from a free air blast.

Figure 66 indicates as a first approximation that Coalite 7S produces a lower over-
pressure than TNT in free air.

SEISMIC MEASUREMENTS

A detailed analysis of the seismic measureme tL is beyona the scope of this renort.
The following comments are of a pr-'1u-inary nature and aie intenn.,d or'v tc aid future
• ,rk. Figure 10 shows the charge weight-explosive type-charg, detI: .'d,:aticns :,
blasts where seismic nicGburements were taken; and data sh L, r, - c.i. the distance
- the geophohes, the charge-to-gage travel velocity, anc tk'e frequency of each of the
three -onponentb of vibration.

Eifect of charge depth at constant weight

Figures 67-69 are typical seismic records illustrating the effect of varying the
depth of the charge at constant weight.
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Figure 76. Longitudinal wave velocity. Figure 77. Longitudinal wave velocity

for optimum and critical depths.

Re,-ord (a) for air burst s.ot ! 5.15. qcv the arrival both of the direct under-ice
sh~uj -d of the air-induced under-ice shock. The record of the direct under ice
shock LS caracterized by vibrations of low amplitude, followed by vibrationIs of moch
higher amplitude. The record of the air-induced under-ice shock is characterized by
the high amplitude of the longitudinal component, the moderately low amplitude of the
transverse component, and the very low amplitude (ur the apparent absence) of the
vertical component.

The amplitude of the vibrations first arriving at the geophones incrapes as the
charge depth increases. The fact that the record for a blast at optimum depth (c)
differs from that at near critical depth (d) suggests that seismic effects are not inde-
pendent of breakage effects.

Effect of charge weight at critical depth

If critical depth is used as point of reference, the form of the record is not affected
by the charge depth; and seismic measurements may be correlated with the breakage
process, because all of the energy of the explosion is p rtitioned to the material and
f--.,,iring is about to begin. At critical depth, all of the energy of the explosion is par-
,itioned to processes that precede fracturing. In glacier ice, these are: .1) deformation
with, ut loss of cohesion, 2) seismic effects, and 3) h~eat-...6 and melting of the (avity
walls.

Figures 70-72 are typical vibration Fnegsurements in glacier ice at scaled dis-
tance c 200X from blasts of 2. 5, f0, and 40 16 o t u-4 at critical ddpth. eph, "raton
of hige amplitude vibration inot-iases with charge weight - otherw d..i ". retu-ds for

a give.. o,npunent are similar. If geornetric, kinematic, and dyn~n,"c similarity wereachieed andf the behavior oa n the ice were Thndependent of th e dreotf ud t perinent,
the duration of vibration would be expected o scale with the length-scale ratio. For
example, the duration of record (c) (40 ]a) in relation to record (a) (2.5 lb) would be
expected to be in the ratio of the cube-root, of the charge weights, o a c. 51 times

bhreater.
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Seismic velocity vs charge-to-pressure gage shock velocity

Region near the char e. Figures 73-75 are isometric drawings in which the
charge-to-pressure gage shock velocity is relerred both to the sca!ed distance and to
the depth ratio when blast'g. The variation of the under-ice shock veloc'. "Ath
charge-depth, explosive type, and ';-,aled slant distance f'pears to be as iollows:

1) If shock gages are placed at given scaled slant distances, the under-ice
shock velocity of blasts at a given depth of charge depends both upon the type and the
weight of explo'ive.

2) If -hock gages are placed in the range where plastic deformatiun ane *rac-
turing occur, the under-ice charge-gage shock velocity approa ches a mini '.um if the
charge is placed at the optimum depth for a given type of explosive and wei it of charge.

3) When blasting at optimum depth with a given explosive and weight of charge,
th, runder-ice charge-to-gage shock velocity increases with the scaled distance, in the
range where fracturing predominates over plastic deformation.

Region remote from the charge. The region in which the wider-ice shock velocity
was observed to vary with depth ratio and scaled slant distancr. ii small compurt ' to
that in which seismic measure,-.-.-" ts u-ualiy are made. The a.aled distance to the
most remote shock gage is less than 5% of that to the nearept geophone. The path of j
the disturbance from the blast to the geophone probably is loniger than tht measured
horizontal distance. A variation in chargc-to-gage velocity such as observed close to I
the shot becomes increasingly difficv4t to detect at greater distances.

Figure 76 sumrmarizes the relation between distance and time of arrival of the

longitudinal component u. -ura .fr. all blasts, independent of explosive type, charge
-right, -)r charge depth. Figure 77 sunmarizes similar relations for blasts at optimum

at)s and critical depth only. It appear.s that dispersion increases if parameters such
as the weight and type of explosive and the depth ratio of the charge are disregarded.

The relations suggest that when seismic measurements are to be used to supple-
ment studies of the breakage process, both 1) energy partitioning to the material,
and 2) the change in behavior of the material with the depth ratio must L. taken into
account when planning the experiments and when evaluating the measurements.
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APPENDIX

Data Sheets

A. Blast hole and apparent crater data.

c= Cha rge rad: (ft)

W=Charge weight (ib)

01= Tonnage utilization factor

dc= Charge depth (ft)

h c= Compression distance (ft)

T v= Flyrock travel height (ft)

N Crit cal depth (ft)

v Initial flyrock v'elocity (ft/sec)

h' Apparent crater depth (it)

r' Apparent crater radius (ft)

,h'/N

Krl r'/N

Kc=c'/N I
V= Apparent crater volume (it 3 )

B. True crater -, ezi.1.s 4..d energy utilization factors.

V. Avg total volume (it 3 )

VT Model total volume (ft)

h =Crater dLp-, (ft)

Ks Crater shape factor

r Crater radius (ft) (Plan)

K r/N

K h =h/N

K V/N 3

E Strain energy factor

A Depth ratio

A =Energy utilization num~bet

B =Materials behavior index

C Strebs distribution numoer
I for these tests

ABC -Compare to N-scaled c-ater volume F lo which it is 'n'imric-Ally equal.

C. Crater coefficient,. (batne symbols as Data sheets A..B).

F. 6,,res AI-23. Shock data.
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Cl Daa sheet C: C:ate cl1fficirats.

-,'le d c(f) A ViW E=V030 KI-7/Iwi A=V;V KrrtiC Kihh * c6'. . c, r .,C. €€ -

00.

At!as60(1. 51b E 5.96 NS.' O_ 040 K!D 1.0

F -1.89 0.Z3 30.78 G t4 6.46 a. 37 0.61 0.2 ,C.63 0.039
E -2.36 C.29 4Z.58 0..

°  0.50 0.52 0.i4 0.31 0.65 P 019
C -3.61 0.45 76.831 G.5 0..4 0.91 0.8. 0.50 0.b: ,;. 051
A -4.74 0.5 66.38 C.33! 0 0.79 0.76 . 07;, 0.038
D -4.94 0.6; 9. , - 0&
B -t.20 0.77 o.7" 0.023
G -6.90 0.84 1.15 0.1 :.o. 0.037

H -7.58 0.94 17.91 0.084 0.2Z 0.21 0.36 0. i5 1. z1 0.00
75 -8.61 1.06 3.13 3. 04

Atlas 60s. 0 b): E 5.96 N 10. Z - 0.55 C 1.0

108 -0.221 0. 0z Q.92 0.047 0.50 9.086 C.40 0 "9 0.41 .:.
.9 -0.40 0.04 16.40 0 077 0.14 0.74 0. ix 0.10
78 -0.88 0.09 23.68 0.10 0.19 0.51 0.2- 0. :! t.:3

- 32 0.18 28.39 0.1Is 0.46 0.24 0.59 .. 0.4,0 0.088
76 -3.80 0.37 55.34 0.26 0.4? 0.-8 .1.? 0.46 0.79 0.088
74 -6.69 0.66 116.93 0.55 0.31 3.01 0. 8 :' 74 :.1 0.07'
71 -8.14 0.5w 0.65
70 -10.09 0.99 .;3 0.14

Atla- 60(0. 0 lb). E 5.86 N 132.60 z 0.54 C 1.0

154C. Z. 15 -0.17 0.00
154F * 2.35 -0.17 0.00
110 0.00 0.00 6.36 0.032 0.69 0.659 C. I1 0 :-3 0.40 0..3
307 -0.35 0.03 9.20 0.046 0. 52 0.085 0. 13 a i 0.44 0.3/.
106 -0.6 0.05 20.29 0.10 0.75 0.19 0.45 0..: 0.48 0.36
133 -1.20 0.10 14.33 0.072 0.7; 0 1; 9.43 - .i 0.5Z 0.075
105 -Z. 31 0.18 ZZ.43 0.11 0.48 0.2i .51 6.4f 0.58 0.0 9
335 -4.93 0.39 49.52 0.2Z5 0.49 0.46 0.60 0.41 0.73 0.053
116 7 61, 0 61 9i.7o 0..4! C 4-!-3 8S 0.71 " 0.*Q4 0.053.

72 -9.92 0 79 70. C! 0.65 0.77 1.14 0.2')
71 -. 10 0 96 1.00 0 10

Af --. .0.!b',. E- 5.653 N 15. 30 D 0. 50 C z !.0

95 -4.05 0.26 25.2Z7 0.14 0.46 0.2Z8 0.5Z 0.36 0.74 0.092
96R -6. 5 0.40 32.16 0 1@ 0.38 0 36 05z 'I. 't 0 6 0.17

97 -7.46 0 'j? 59.01 0.33 0.45 0.66 0.60 0.6, 0.76 0.17

99 -8.95 0.58 84.17 0.47 0.38 0.95 0.80 0. (L 1.11 0.036
100 -10.10 0.66 97.21 0.54 1.00 0.64 0.73 1.05 0. 072*

98 -I. 01 0.78 0.64 3.32 1.0 0.34

Atlas 60(40.0lb)- E 5.41 N 18.50 B-0.38 C -1 .0

104 -8.10 0.44 54.54 0.34 0.56 0.91 0.60 0 55 0 95 0.11
302 -1. 16 0. 1,6 0.30 0.78 0.73 0.71 0. '5 0.0 1
103 -18.67 1.1 1 06 0.050

C-4 (2. 5 lb). E z 4.19 N - 5.70 B = .Z9 C = 1.0

8 -4.2Z0 0.74 96.38 1.30 0.45 I 01 1 04 n q- 1.30 0.31
7 -- 97 1.05

C-4 (5.0 lb). E - 4.56 N - 7.80 B = 0.89 G - .0

170 0.00 0.00 7.53 0.079 0.72 0.089 0.45 0 17 0.4" 0.029
170R 0.00 0.00 7.2.I 0.076 0.72 0.08, 0.39 0 2 0.41 0.02.9
17 ".1 -0.23 0.03 10.91 0 1 .61 0 It 0.:14 0.20 0 - 0 n16

-0.46 0.07 9 ;1 0.099 0.56 0 It 0.-i2 0.23 0. ' 0.028
-,, 96 0.14 I1. o 0.17 0.58 0.19 0 '0 0 26 0 65 0 01

S -1.20 0.18 2..83 0.24 0.7-1 0. 47 -0 .1. : 0 30
1-1 -1.65 0.24 23.21 0.22 0 sr 0 25 ,, ., ' 52 0.73 0.035

2 -'.06 0.30 31.15 0.31 0.73 0.37 . 1).41 0.73 0.15
3 -3.73 0 55 31.57 0 33 .. ,0.31 , ,,,4 11.o, ... 9 0.1,
6 -5.34 0.79 73.13 0 77 . 0 0.8;, 0. 79 0.7. - .'' 10
4 '3 66 0. 93 0 8
5 -8.22 1. 21

C -4, '.0 lh) E - .79 N r 10.30 B 0.67 C 2 0

'5413 Z.11 . .1 0.00
I -0.3z 0.03 10.95 0.10 0.69 0.35 0.54 03., .'8 0 13
i6 -0.6. 0.06 27.17 02 5., 0. 07 0 "7 0.69 0 "1 0 70 0.22.
30 -1.51 0. 3I5 17 7 0.16 0 74 0.24 u 50 0 28 0.0 v 14
1 -3.17 0.31 38.13 0.15 0.56 0.52 0.c7 0 43 ' 71 0 13

32 -5.20 0. -0 44.87 0.41 0..:6 0.61 0.1, 0.'" .  
, 8A 0.087

13 -7 .3 0 70 ;3 R 0 4? A.1z 0 74 0 7.2 0.0. . 3 0.-23
!! -8.59 0 83 0.68 3.12
15 -10.30 3.00 1 13 0 13

ICstimated data



Daft *beat c (C@"d). cz
Ude d(ft) . V/V KzVlV X-,V/,x. A=VV KrzV/V Kh=l.d l-+c: K =rIN

0. q

C-4(0.0lb): E04-91 Xz13.30 2=0.51 C-1.0

22 4.03 0.OGU 7.77 0..0. 0.67 ,."3 0.43 0.17 0.4L 0.17
23 4.38 0.03 13.10 0.13 0.78 0.12 0.51 C- to .52 9.17

151 -0.83 0.06 36.95 0.:- 0.4£ 0.28 0.54 0.0? 0.81 I It
15£ -1.53 0.1 14.0 0.12. 0.Si 0.23 0.57 0..2 0.58 W.10
24 -Z-37 0.!8 13.S3 0.;; 0.

r  
0.39 0.64 0.29 c.75 0.1£

25A -2.92 0.22 Z5.85 o.2 C.310 0.43 0.73 0.35 0.68 0. :3
153 -2.94 0.22 19.80 8.17 a.47 0.33 0.57 0.36 0.68 0.14
755 -4.05 0.30 35.97 0.31 0.53 0.59 0.64 0.45 0.74 0.14
26 -6.07 0.46 47.23 0.40 0.46 0.78 0.70 0.5? 0.89 ' .11
Z7 -L17 0.61 60. 9 0.51 0.46 0.99 0.70 0.73 0.9Z e.

"
*

154 -9.13 0.70 0.78 1.7?
al -12 . 9 0.98 1.0.

C-4(40.01b): E=5.00 !.=17.10 3=0.3Z C=1.0

157 -7.39 0.4315, -it 02 0.65 40.5£. 0.3M 0.28 i.00 0.73 0.70 0.93 0.049
156 -16.95 .99

Colite 7S(2.5lb). E=4.41 N=6.0 3=0.83 C=1.0
88 -4.09 0.68 7. 47 0.04 0.34 3.01 1.04 0.67 1.4Z 0.052
By -5.97 0.99

Coalite7S(S. 0lb)- E =4.50 N =7.70 B- 0.87 C -. 0
60 -0.3 0.04 12.87 0.14 0..7 .,17 0.54 0.:L 0.74 0.1.%
61 -0.51 0.07 12.73 0.14 0.65 0.17 0.S; 0.2-4 0.81 0.11
6 -1.44 0.19 Z3.19 0. Z5 0.59 0.31 0. r6 G. 32 0.83 0.13
63 -Z. 46 u. U "3.79 0.48 0.59 0.50 0. .5 C.45 1.00 0.13
64 -3.84 0.50 55.16 0.60 0.54 0.73 0.79 0 S; 1.08 0.071
90 -4.89 0.64 6. 67 0.74 0.47 0.90 0.87 0.65, 1.08 0.040,
85 -7. 28 0.95 1.06 1.2Z3 0.12

Coalite7S(10.0 lb) E=4.5! N- .2 ! z 0.80 C-1.0
!!4') .3S -0..Z 0.00
65 -0.49 0.06 14.18 0.16 0.63 0.19 0.51 0.31 0.53 0.Z6
66 -0.9Z 0.10 18.17 0.20 0.44 0.25 0.59 0.41 0.60 0.32
67 -1.72 0.2Z0 18.77 0.2.1 0.65 0.2Z6 0.59 0..9 0.82 0.11
68 -3.39 0.39 28.56 0.31 0.45 0.39 0. 7 0.43 0.81 0.077

120 -6.00 0.68 105.59 1.16 0.46 1.44 1.04 0.74 1. z 0.12
69 -7.01 0.80 19.Z9 0. z 0.18 0.26 0.66 0.86 0.97 0.14
86 -9. "14 1.00 1.11 0.11

Coalite7S(20.01b) E =4.50 N = 12.20 B =0.78 C 1.0
80 -0.55 0.05 6. 5 0.069 0.81 0.089 0.42 0.16 (.56 0.11
81 -1.01 0.08 9.67 0.11 0.60 0.14 0.52. 0.2.1 0.S2- 0.13
82 -2. 21 0.18 18.53 0.20 0.54 0.26 0.62 0.32 0.74 0.14
83 -4.33 0.35 43.85 0.48 0.50 0.62 0.83 0.44 1.04 0.088
84 -7.80 0.64 66.66 0.73 0.49 0.95 0.81 0.73, 1.06 0. 074
89 -12.19 1.00 1.13 0. 13

Coalite SS (Z. S lb)- E 3.98 N = 5.41 B 1. 14 C * 1.0
30 -0.23 0.04 7.38 0.12 0.8z 0.10 0.50 0.18 0.92 0.13
31 -0.48 0.09 4.70 0.074 0.57 0.065 0.47 0.18 0.55 0.096
38 -0.54 0.10 8.02 0.13 0.54 0.11 0.64 0.18 0.67 0.085
37 -1.09 0.20 10.55 0.17 0.53 0.15 J. 58 0.30 0.83 0.094
3? -1.27 0.2.3 12.04 0.19 G.53 0.17 0.6 0.30 0.72 0.07 C

1... 1.74 0.32 Z3.8 0.37 U. 59 0.32 0.71 0.40 1.1
'
a 0.076

.1 -2.52 0.47 21.1t; 0.33 0.42 0.29 0.7(P 0.51 0.'18 0.046
59 -3.44 0.64 70.20 1.11 0.59 0.98 c 0 7, 1. 5w 0.094
31 -4.38 0.81 25.14 0.40 0.4Z 0.35 0.77 0 51 1.16
35 -5.74 1. 06

Coalite SS(5.0 lb): E *4.Zl N = 7. 20 5 0.91 C 1.0

40 '.38 0.05 8.36 0.33 1.17 0.12 0.41 0.14 0.71 0.086
41 -o.0, 0.| 13.80 .' .  

0.54 0.10 0.63 0.2. P,.*15 0.13
42 1.39 0.19 12.32 0.17 0.50 0.18 0.58 0 :, 0.7 0.11
43 1 4h 0.48 24.63 0.33 0.41 0.36 0.70 0. u 0.88 0.039
44 -4.88 . 63 63.20 0.85 0.43 0.93 0.92 0.74 1 19 0.0,8
45 -6.90 0.96 1.04 3 29 0.033

Coalite S (10.0lb): L = 4 28 N 9.Z0 B * 0.81 C 1.0

IS4r. +2 IS -0.23 0.06
46 -0.44 0.05 6.60 0.085 0.5z 0.10 0.49 0. zo 0.48 0.1547 -0.72 0.08 8.03 0.10 0.51 0.13 0.53 0.22 0.54 0.14
48 -1.36 0.15 Z6.03 0.33 0.67 0.41 0.75 0.28 0.84 0 13
49 -2.74 0.30 22. 26 0.29 0.49 0.35 0.68 0.40 0.83 0.11
S0 -6.11 6.67 68.6,. 0.87 0.48 1.08 0.93 0.67 1.35 0.05
51 -9.07 0.99 1.30 f 11

'Estimated data



C3 Data sbeet C (contd).
Hole dc(ft) A V/W K=V/.?4 K =V/wlb A=VIV Kr~rN Kh-h! KcN c=rv/N

CoaliteSS(0.0lb): E=4.Z8 N=1I.60 8-0.71 C=I.0
SZ -0.54 0.05 7.49 0. 0'.; 0.79 0.13 0.45 0.19 0. t6 4.1453 -0.93 0.08 10.17 0.13 0.57 0.18 0.6U 0.19 0.61 .154 -1.79 0.35 12.19 0. if 0.A? 0.22 0.57 t% 26 0.63 Q.1055 -3.69 0.31 25.19 0.3U 0.4. 0.45 0.73 0.43 0.8.5 0.1156 -7.73 0.67 57.20 0.73 0.43 1.03 0.85 0.76 1.11 0. .?z57 -11.46 0.99 1.01 1.59 0.0Z1



I

Data sheet D: Seismic data. DI

Blast and ( cbR t Frquency'
jug no. W (lb) Scaled z- 4-W Jug die- R Velwity to (cpal

charge tance (ft) )" jug itisec) 1 V T N

depth

Military xplosive C-4

I - 1 5.0 0.70 1.71 228 131 100 29.2

1 2 228 133 8,140 100 29.2

1- 3 228 133 9.910 100 Z9.2

1- 4 171 100 9.500 125 21.9

1- 5 171 100 9,500 143 21.9

1 -6 " " 171 100 9,500 2C0 Zt.o

2 - 1 1.20 228 133 10.360 167 29. •

2 - 2 228 133 10.360 1 2 .2

2 - 3 228 133 10,360 167 29.2

2 - 4 " 171 100 10,060 167 21.9

;. 5 171 100 10,G60 125 21.9

2- 6 " 171 100 10,690 143 21.9

3 - 1 2.18 " 28 133 10.360 1)0 29.2

3- 2 228 133 9,500 91 Z9.Z

3- 3 228 133 9,q1l 111 29. .

3 - 4 " " 171 100 9,500 143 21.'

3- 5 " " "17; i ; 9, a. 83 2 1.

3 - 6 1-' 100 10,060 100 21.9

4 - 1 3.30 " 385 22S .9.4

4- 2 " 385 223 49.4

4- 3 385 225 49.4

4 -4 " " ^42 200 43.8

4 - 5 " 42 200 43.8

4 "42 200 43.8

5-1 " 4. 1185 225 100 49.4

5- 2 " " 385 225 111 49.4

' 385 225 167 49.4

5 4 " 342 200 200 43.8

5=5 - 5 342 200 125 43.8

5- 6 " " 342 200 333 43.8

7 - 1 2.5 3.49 1.36 272 200 10,880 125 47.7

7 - 2 " "72 200 9,710 125 47.7

7 - 3 " 272 200 10,460 167 47.7

7 - 4 ' " " 306 225 10. 550 200 53.7

7 - 5 .. 306 225 10,200 143 53.7

7 - 6 " 306 225 10,550 143 53.7

8 - 1 " 3.09 272 200 10,460 143 57.7

8 - 2 " " 272 200 10,070 125 57.7

8 - 3 " " 272 200 10,460 125 57.7

8 - 4 " " 0 306 225 10,930 167 53.7

8 - ) " " 306 225 10,200 111 53.7

8 - 6 " " 306 ,-15 10,930 143 53.7

10- 1 5.0 0.88 1.71 288 168 9,930 91 28.0

10 - 2 " 288 168 9,930 111 28.0

10 - 3 " " 288 168 9,930 167 28.0

10 - 4 " " " 216 126 9,818 00 Z1.0

tO - 5 "" 216 126 9,818 250 21.0

10 - 6 " 216 12 t 10,290 .25 21.0

11 - 1 10.0 1.47 2.15 46 226 .0,800 91 47.2

11 - 2 466 226 10,125 125 47.2

11 - 3 " 4,,6 226 10,565 125 47.2

1! - 4 ' 432 200 10,540 :,1, 41.9

!I - 5 " 432 200 10,290 77 41.c

- 6 4+32 200 10,540 ,I 41.9

i 2.42 288 134 'ii, 9Ju 143 28.0

12- 2 " 288 134 9,600 111 28.0

12- 3 " 288 134 10,290 125 28.0

12-4 " 4 216 10 10.290 143 21.0

12 - 5 .. .. 16 100 9,820 77 21.0

12 - 6 216 100 10,290 i00 21.0

13 - 1 3.36 " 486 226 10,800 167 47 ?

13 - 2 " " 486 226 10,570 200 47.2

13 - 3 .. 486 226 11,050 200 47.2

13 - 4 .... 432 200 11,080 167 41.9

13 - 5 " " 432 200 10,800 2n 41 9

13-6 ' 6 432 200 11,080 143 J..9

*Av8 of first five pulses



D2 Dta Shzeet D: (cont'd)

Blast and No R R Velocity to Frequency* R
jug no. W (Ib) Scaled I JW 

Tug di - i Jg lIftcc (c-) -
charge - tance (ft) L V
depth

Military explosive C-4 (cont'd)

14 - 1 10.0 4.0 2.15 486 2Zt. II,3
"

1 143 47.2

14- 2 " 486 2Z6 llie50 125 47.2

14 - 3 486 226 11,300 167 -*7. 2

14-4 " " 432 200 11,080 Zoo 41.9

14- 5 " " 432 200 10.800 250 41.9

14 - 6 " 432 zoo 11,370 l2C 41.a

15 - 1 4.78 486 226 11,050 100 47. -

15- 2 '* " 486 226 11,050 1' 47.2

15- 3 " 486 226 11,050 143 47.2

'5 - 4 " , 432 200 11,370 250 41.9
I .- ; 432 200 11,080 111 41.9

15 - 6 " " 432 200 11,080 125 41.9

24 - 1 20.0 0.87 2.71 610 225 10,890 77 45.9

24 - 2 " 610 225 10, 520 83 45.9

24 - 3 " " 610 225 10,890 83 45.9

24-4 " 42 200 10.630 200 40.0

24 - 5 " " 547 2 103, I..u 167 4A.

24 - 6 " " 54' 2J0 10,630 .67 40.8

25A - i 1.98 " 610 225 10,890 91 -'3. 9

25A - 2 610 22f 10,520 83 45.9

25A - 3 " " " 610 225 10,890 200 45.9

25A - 4 1 , " 2 200 10,840 91 '10.6
25A - 5 " ' ,'12 200 10,630 100 40.8

25. - 6 " " 512 200 10,840 167 40.8

Z5B - 1 " 1.48 61,0 225 10,890 45.9

25B - Z " " 610 225 10,890 45.9

2. . 1 610 225 11,090 45.9

z5B - 4 542 200 10,840 40.8

25B - 5 542 200 10,630 40.8

25B - 6 542 200 11,060 40.8

26 - 1 " 2.24 " 610 225 10,890 77 45.9

26- 2 610 225 10,340 71 45.9

26 - 3 610 225 10,890 167 45.9

26 - 4 542 200 10,840 12: 40.8

26- 5 542 200 10,040 100 40.8

26 - 6 542 200 10,840 200 40.8

26B - 1 1.50 610 225 10,520 91 45.9

26B - 2 " " 610 225 10,340 91 45.9

26B - 3 " " 610 225 10, 520 100 45.9

26B - 4 542 200 10,630 83 40.8

26B - 5 542 200 10,630 91 40.8

26B - 6 542 200 10,840 200 40.8

29 - 1 4.78 542 200 11,060 100 40.8

29 - 2 " 42 200 10,840 143 40.8

29 - 3 542 200 11,060 83 40.8

/9 - 4 610 Z25 11,300 71 45.9

9 - 5 ' 610 225 11.090 111 45.9

!9 - 6 610 225 11,300 "25 45.9

Coalite 5S

30 - 1 2.5 0.19 t..,, .7 z 200 50.3

3V" 2 12' 200 0.3

30 - 3 27 2 200

4 i , " j06 225 56.6

u 5 " " 306 225 56.6

30 - 6 " i 306 225 56.6

31 - 1 0.32 " 272 200 10,460 ..00 50.3

31 • 2 " " " 272 201 10,460 167 50.-

31 - 3 " " 272 200 10,460 250 50.3

31 - 4 306 225 10,200 .,00 56.6

31 - 5 306 225 10, 200 200 56. ,

31 - 6 " 306 225 10,930 ;:00 56.6

32 - 1 " 0.93 " 272 200 10, :70 143 50.3

32- 2 " " 72 200 9,710 125 50.3

32 - 3 " " " 272 200 10,070 00 50.3

*Avg of first fivc pulscs



Data Sheet D: (cont'd) D3

Blast and R F Velocity to Frequency 

Jug no. W (Ib) Scaled . -- Jug dis- - eli to (cps) R

charge tac (ft) jL V T IT

depth

Coalite 55 (cont'd)
32. 4 2.5 0.93 1.36 306 225 ,',200 167 56.6

32-5 " " 306 Z25 1 ,200 143 56.6

32 6 " " 306 225 10, 200 167 56.6

34- 1 3. 22 27 200 125 50.3

34- 2 " " 272 200 125 50.3

34- 3 " " 272 200 125 50.3

34 - 4 " 306 225 200 : 6

34- 5 " 306 225 100 ia.6

34 - 6 " 306 ?.z2. 100 56.6

36- 1 " 1.28 272 200 10,880 200 50.3

36 - 2 " Z " 272 200 10,070 125 50.3

3 " " 272 200 10,880 200 50.3

36 - 4 " " 306 225 10,930 200 56.6

36 - 5 " 06 225 10, 200 125 56.6

36 - 6 " 306 225 10.930 143 56.6

37 - 1 0.80 272 200 10,460 143 50.3

37 - 2 " 272 200 10,460 167 ).3

37 - 3 272 MOu 1O, e.0 143 36.3
37 - 4 " " 306 225 10,93., 167 56.6

37 - 5" " 306 225 10,200 167 56 6

37 - 6 " " 306 72,5 10,550 125 56.6

40- 1 5.0 0.22 1.71 342 200 10,360 200 47.5

40 - 2 " 342 200 10, 360 167 47.5

40 - 3 342 200 10,690 200 47.5

!0 - 4 385 225 10, 690 250 53.5

0- 5 " 385 225 10,130 143 53.5

40 - 6 " 385 225 10,690 200 53.5
11 1 20.0 0.20 2.71 542 200 10,840 125 46.7

52 - 2 542 200 10,840 100 46.7

52- 3 542 200 11,060 143 46.7

52 - 4 610 225 11,090 200 52.6

52- 5 610 225 10,700 111 52.6
52- 6 " ' 610 225 11,090 111 52.6
53 - 1 " 0.34 " 542 200 10,840 .5 46.7
53- 2 542 200 10,630 125 46.7

53 - 3 54z 200 11,060 143 46.7

53 - 4 " 610 225 10,890 200 52.6
53 - 5 " 610 225 10,700 111 52.6

53 - 6 610 225 10,890 111 52.b

54- 1 " 0.66 542 200 11,060 125 46.7
54 - 2 " " 542 200 10,230 91 46.7

54- 3 " " 542 200 10,840 125 46.7
54 - 4 " 610 225 10,890 125 52.6

54 - 5 " 610 225 10,700 100 52.6
54 - 6 610 225 10,890 91 52.6

55 - 1 1.36 542 200 10,840 111 46.7
55 -2 " 542 200 10,630 111 46.1

53- 3 " " 542 200 10.840 125 46.7
55 - 4 " 610 2U 11,090 52.6
55 - 5 610 225 10,890 I00 52.6

55 - b 610 225 11,090 111 52.6
57 - 1 4.23 " 880 325 10,350 75.9
72 , 813 300 10,560 70 1

67 - 3 " 745 275 10,490 .
57 - 4 " " 677 250 10,9;10 58.4
17 - 5 610 225 A, 0VIC 52.6

57 - £ 542 200 10,840 46.7

Coalit" 7S
o - 1 5.0 0.19 1.71 385 22r 11,000 313 50.)

60 2 .. .. 385 225 10,694 125 50.0

60- 3 385 225 11,000 143 .3 0
60 - 4 342 200 10,690 167 44.4
60- 5 342 200 i^,36G ;43 44.4
60 - 6 342 200 10, 690 200 44.4

*Avg of first five pulses



D4 Data Sheet D; (Cont'd)

Blast and (b) R Frequency*
jug no. W Scaled W Jug dig- R Velocity to R

charge Lance ("t) T jug (fti.c) (cps)
depth V T

Coalite 7S (cont'd)
61 - 1 5.0 0.30 1.71 385 -25 IC -,05 143 50.0
61 - 2 " 385 ?z.A 10,4j5 125 50.0
61 - 3 " 385 225 10,405 167 50.0
61 - 4 " " 342 200 10,360 125 44.4
61 -5 " 342 200 10,060 15 44.4
61 - 6 " " 342 200 10,360 :67 4. 4
62- 1 0.84 385 225 10,405 11± 2. 0
62-2 " " 385 225 9,870 50.0
62 - 3 " 385 225 10,405 143 50.0
62 - 4 " " 342 200 10, 360 It7 44.4
6!- 5 " " " 342 200 9,770 125 44.4
04- 6 342 200 10,690 91 44.4
64- 1 " 2.25 " 385 225 11,000 111 50.0
64- 2 " " 385 225 9,870 143 50.0
64 - 3 " 385 225 11,000 143 50.0
64 - 4 342 z00 10,6e.' 250 4- 4
64 - 5 " 3,,2 27c In o'i 9! +,. I
64 - 6 342 200 11,030 111 44.4
65 - 1 10.0 0.43 2.15 486 226 10,570 91 50.1
65 - 2 " 486 226 10,570 111 50.1
65 - 3 " " 486 2z6 10, 576 167 50.1
65 - 4 " " 432 200 10, 540 167 44.5
65 - 5 " 432 200 10,540 143 44.5
65 - 6 " 432 ?.On 10,800 167 44.5
66 - 1 0.43 486 226 10,800 111 0.1
66-2 " " 486 226 10,570 125 50.1
66 " " 436 226 10,570 167 50.1
0o - 4 " 432 200 10,800 200 44.5
66- 5 432 200 10,800 143 44.5
66 - 6 " 432 200 10,800 167 44.5
67 - " 0.80 " 486 /20 10,570 111 50.167.2 " " " .86 220 10,570 143 50.167.3 " " 486 226 10,570 143 50.1
67 - 4 " 432 200 10,540 '11 44.5
67 - 5 " 432 200 10, 540 143 44.5
67 - 6 " 432 200 10,540 111 44.5
68- 1 1.57 " 486 226 10, 570 125 50.1
68 - 2 486 226 10,570 125 50.1
68 - 3 486 226 10,340 167 50.1
68 - 4 " 432 200 10,290 143 44.5
68 - 5 432 200 10, ,0 111 44.5
68 - 6 " "' 432 200 10,540 111 44.5
69 -1 0.63 " 486 226 10,800 50.1
69 - 2 " " 486 226 10,570 50.1
69 - 3 " " 486 226 10,800 50.1
69 - 4 432 200 10,540 44.569 - 5 432 200 10,290 44.5
69 - 6 432 200 10,540 44.5

Atlas 60
71 1 5.0 4.76 :.?i 3.35 225 11,000 143 37.771 - 2 " 385 225 10,400 ;30 37.7
71 - 3 3.35 225 11,000 I 37..
71 - 4 * " 342 200 11.030 iu7 33.5

- " " " 342 200 l0,b90 125 33.5
71 - 6 " " 342 200 11,030 17 33.5
72- 1 10.0 4.62 2.15 486 226 11,050 L43 38.6
72. 2 " " 486 22) 10,800 83 38.672- 3 " 486 226 11,050 143 38.6
72 - 4 " " 432 Zu0 10,800 125 34.3
72- 5 " 432 200 10,800 125 34.3
72 - 6 432 200 11,080 -67 34.3
74 - 1 5.0 3.90 1.71 342 200 10, 160 91 33.5
74- 2 " " 342 20n 10,690 100 33 9
74 - 3 " 42 200 10, 360 10 33.5*Avg of first five pulses



DatA Sheet D: (cont'd) D5

Blast and X R Frequeny

jug no. W (lb) Scaled x : Jug dis- R Velocity to (quen R

charge tance it) jut. (ft;/..) c"depth L V r

Atlas 60 (cont'd)
74- 4 5.0 3.90 1.71 385 .%5 b.405 200 37.774-5 " " 385 225 10,130 77 37.7
74- 6 " 385 225 10,690 100 37.7
75 - 1 2.5 6.33 1.36 272 200 10,070 100 33.6
75- 2 " " 272 200 9,710 11 33.6
75 - 3 272 200 9,710 125 33.6
75 - 4 " 306 225 10,200 200 r.
75 - 5 " " 306 225 9,870 '; 1 37.8
75 - 6 306 225 10,200 143 37.8

Coaite 7S
83-1 20.0 0.20 2.71 542 zoo 11,290 11 44.4
83 - 2 " " " 542 200 10,840 100 44.4
83 - 3 " to 542 200 11,060 167 44.4
83 - 4 " " 610 225 11,090 250 50. 0
83- 5 " " 610 2.L 10,8q, %00 5" 0
83 - 6 " 6.0 2i! 11, o9 100
87 - 1 2.5 7.17 1. )u 7.72 200 '1O,460 141 45.3
87 - 2 " " " 272 200 10,070 111 45.3
87 - 3 " 272 200 10,460 125 45.3
87 - 4 " " 306 U725 10,200 143 51.0
87 - 5 3 306 ZC 9,870 125 51.0
87 - 6 " " 306 225 10,550 111 51.0
90- ! 5.0 2.86 1.71 342 200 11,032 125 44.4
so- 2 " " 342 200 10,690 125 44.4
90- 3 " " " 342 200 10,690 125 44.4
90 . 4 " " 385 225 10,690 250 50.0
90 - 5 " " 385 225 10,405 167 50.0
90 - 6 " 385 225 10,405 111 50.0

Atlas 60
95 - 1 20.0 1.88 2.15 362 168 23.7
95 - 2 " " 362 168 23.7
95- 3 " " 362 168 23.7
95 - 4 " 271 126 17.7
95 - 5 " " 271 126 17.7
95 - 6 271 126 17.7
96 - 1 " 2.98 362 168 10,340 83 23.7
96 - 2 o" 362 168 8,420 59 23.7
96 - 3 t o 362 168 111 23.7
96 - 4 to 271 126 10,040 11 17.7
96 - 5 2 471 12b 10,040 91 17.7
96 - 6 to 271 126 10,040 17.7
97 - 1 3.47 362 168 11,310 23.7
97 - 2 " t 362 168 10,650 23.7
97 - 3 " " 362 168 11,310 ,3.7
97 - 4 2 t Z71 126 10,840 17.7
97 - 5 to 271 126 10,040 17.7
97 - 6 " 271 126 10,840 17.7
98 - 1 " 5.58 610 284 11,300 125 39.9
98- 2 " "1 0 284 11,090 1 39.9
Q8 . 3 " " o10 284 11,300 l. 39.Q
9o - 4 5 42 252 11,290 1 't 3c
98- 5 " 42 252 11,060 i. 35.4
8 6 to 54,. 252 A, .); 100 35.4

99 - 1 4.17 542 252 11,290 143 35.4
99 - 2 to 542 252 11,840 Ill 35.4
99 - " "542 252 11,060 167 35 4
99 - 4 " " 610 Z84 11.300 200 39.a
99 - 5 to " 610 284 11,090 100 39.9
99 -6 " " 610 284 11,300 111 30 9

100- 1 4.70 " 542 252 11,060 35.4
100 -2 610 284 11.300 39.9
100. 3 " 677 315 11,280 44.2
100- 4 "t 745 347 11,120 4P. 7
100 -5 " t 813 378 11,140 "3. 1
100 -6 " " "0 09 11,430 .,..3
IAvg of first five pulses



D6 Data Sheet D: (cont'd)

Blastand RFrequency
jug no. W (lb) Scared X =W Jug dig- -. Vol/ocity to (CPSC

charge tance (ft) T V f/c-

depth 11 V £

Atlas 60 (cont'd)
101 - 1 20.0 6.72 2.15 548 2t5 II,1*O 35.8
101 - 2 " " " 615 286 1,181 40.2
101 - 3 It " 683 318 11,380 44.6
101 - 4 to " 750 349 11,190 49.0
101 - 5 o " 816 380 11,330 53.3
101 - 6 o " " 84 411 11,480 5? 8
10z - 1 40.0 3.55 3.42 684 200 11,210 100 37.
102- 2 U I " 684 200 11,030 1 37.0
102- 3 " " " 684 200 11,210 250 37.0
102- 4 " " " 770 225 11,490 2.0 41.6
102- 5 " " 770 225 11,320 250 41.6
1 z- t 770 225 11,490 250 41.6
103- 1 " 5.46 " 684 200 11,210 91 37.0
103- 2 " " 684 200 10,860 83 37 0
103- 3 " " " 684 200 11,030 500 37.0
103 - 4 " " 770 225 11,320 333 41 6
103- 5 " " 770 25 1,.60 125 A!..
103 - 6 " " " "70 U5 1D,320 83 41.6
104- 1 2.37 " 6d4 200 il,030 111 37.0
104- 2 o" 684 200 ',690 91 37.0
104- 3 ' " " 684 2bl il,030 250 37.0
104- 4 " " 770 225 11,160 250 41.6
104- 5 " " 170 225 11,000 ZOO 41.6
104- 6 i " " 770 225 11,160 167 41.6

Military .xplosive C-4

15t - 1 20.0 4.34 2.15 542 252 11,290 40.8
1-& - e " " " 610 284 11,300 45.9
154 - 3 " " 677 315 11,280 50.9
154 - 4 " " " 745 347 11,290 56.0
154- 5 " " " 813 378 11,450 61.1
154- 6 " " " 880 409 11,580 66.2

154B - 1 10.0 1.25 1.71 432 253 14.400 12t- 41.9
154B - 2 " " " 432 253 10,050 167 41.9
154B - 3 1. " " 432 453 14,400 200 41.9
154B - 4 " " " 486 284 11,300 143 47.2
154B - 5 t" " 486 284 9,530 250 47.2
154B - 6 ." 486 284 11,300 125 47.2
154C - I " o " 432 253 11,370 125 34.3
154C - 2 " " " 432 253 10,290 125 34.3
154C - 3 I" " 432 253 11,080 200 34.3
154C - 4 " " " 486 L84 11,300 143 47.2
154C - 5 " " 486 284 9,530 167 47.2
154C - 6 t " 486 284 11,300 125 47.2

roalite 7S
'D- 1 10.0 1.25 1.71 432 253 11,080 44.5

144D - Z " " 432 253 10, b40 44.5
.,4D - 3 " " " 432 253 .0,800 44.5
154D - 4 1. " " 486 284 10,800 50.1
154D - 5 " . 4,.6 284 10. 340 50.1
154D - 6 " " 436 284 11,050 50.1

Coalite 55

154 - 1 10.0 1.25 1.71 432 253 lou 250 47.0
154E - 14 " 432 253 9,820 143 47.0
154E- 3 1t , 432 253 10,800 250 47.0
154E - 4 " 486 284 10,570 250 52.8
154E- 5 " to 486 284 9,920 250 52.8
154E - 6 " 1. 486 284 11,300 333 52.8

Milita-y explosive C-4
156 - 1 40.0 4.96 3.42 684 200 11°,)10 143 40.0
156-2 " " " 684 200 11,030 I11 40.0
156 - 3 " 684 200 11,210 167 40.0
156 - 4 " " 770 225 11,320 ?30 -5.0

Avg of first five pulses



Data S'seet D: d."d) D7
Blast and R Frequency*, Blst an X R R Velocit I to p)R

jug no. W (Ib) Scajed '= 'x dIs- - jug (ftl -) tcps)
charge .Ance (ft) L V T
depth

Military ecplosive C-4 (cont'd)

156- 5 40.0 4.96 3.42 770 225 11,000 111 45.0
156 - 6 " 770 225 11,490 100 4S.v
171 - 1 5.0 0.96 1.71 486 284 14,290 167 62,
171 - 2 o" " 48b 284 14,730 t,2. 3
171 - 3 " 486 284 13,890 200 62.3
17'. - 4 ' " " 432 253 13,940 167 ;. 4
.71 - 5 " " 432 253 12,713 167 55.4

171 - 6 " " " 432 253 13,940 143 55.4
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